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Movements and Identities across Time and Space

In a similar vein, Wilson Duff learned from a Musquecim consultant
that the original inhabitants of Indian Arm Inlet (at the head ofBurrard
Inlet immediately north of the Fraser River near present-day Vancouver)
had been Ha]koxnelem speakers kriown by the name Tamtami'uxwtan.
These people, distinct from the contemporary Squamish · occupants
of the central and lower reaches of Burrard Inlet, were 'closely allied
with the Musqueam' but, like so inany of the small ttjbal communities
along the lower Fraser River, appear to have been wiped out by the
earliest smallpox epidemic.67 VVhat was formerly Tamtami'uxwtan ter~
ritory is now known as the homeland ·of the Tseil~Waututh Tribe, who
maintain a historical narrative of their contemporary community being an amalgamation of an original remnant population (possibly the
Tamtami'u~tan) supplemented by new blood from afar. In a history
of tribal origjns provided by Tseil-Waututl~ Ghlef Dan George, 68 we
learn that great misfortune befell the original community resulting in
the chief's son, Wautsauk, being orphaned and raised by a female wolf.
Ultimately, as a young man Wautsauk wanted to find a 'mate of his own
kind.' To accomplish this he made an arduous journey to a distant land:
'Travelling up the Indian River, over the mountains to the canyon of
the Fraser River, he found a bride among the people there. They came
back to the Inlet and started to build our tribe. •69 In this way, the TseilWaututh, like so many other Salish communities, trace their .origins to
the coming together of what had been two distinct communities follow- ·
ing a crisis. In this case, the communities appear to have been a remnant
resident Halkomelem group and Interior Salish Lilloet people from the
middle Fraser River region.
According to traditions, Wautsauk was still chief of his community
when Captain Vancouver sailed into Indian Ann a decade after the first
smallpox epidemic. 7o At that time, accordjng to Chief Dan George, the
main Tseil-Waututh settlement was near the present site ofBelcarra, and
smaller camps were situated ·near the mouths of streams draining into
Indian Arm. AfterWautsauk's death in the 'late 1700's,' his son inherited
his name, becoming Wautauk the Second. This second~generation TseilWaututh leader is supposed to have died about 1840,71 which would date
his life to the second decade of HBC fur trade operations.
Kwantlen - the 'Tireless Runners'
The snippets of oraJ histories recorded by Westerners in the twentieth
century provide only glimpses of the total picture of resettlement after
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the smallpox era. As a result, many of the early migrations have been
misunderstood and wrongly or excessively attributed to the economic
incentives associated with the establishment of Hudson's Bay Company
forts. 72 This is not to deny that posts like Fort Langley and Fort Yale
acted as magnets and drew certain St6:16 settlements more closely into
their economic orbit (the Kwantlen in particular), but it is important to
realize that the migrations previously attributed to the establishment of
the forts were, in fact, well underway before the arrival of the Hudson's
Bay Company, and largely the result of earlier disease-induced depopulation. Global market economies simply accelerated the resettlement
process. (See Map 11.)
The Kwanden, whose name according to an etymology shared by Old
Pierre connotes 'Tireless Legs' or 'Tireless Runners' have a history appropriately replete with relocation and population movement.73 They
also have a history of tribal fracture and amalgamation making theirs
among the most interesting discussed in the oral histories and early fur
trade records. As mentioned, Hill-Tout's consultants explained that t~e
original Kwantlen person was the sky·born hero Swaniset, 74 who as Old
Pierre explained to Diamond Jenness, originally dropped from the sky
at Sheridan Hill near the eastern shore of Pitt Lake. According to Old
Pierre, Swaniset (the 'Supernatural Benefactor') was the greatest of the
lower Fraser River's First .People, for he 'accomplished even greater
miracles than the other leaders of his generation; including the first
ancestor, Thelhatsstan, of the Katzie people.75 In the earliest histories,
as related by Old Pierre, SWaniset played the predominant role not only
in facilitating physical and metaphysical transformations, but also in
providing the region's populace and the other tribal leaders with supratribal leadership. As Jenness learned, among other great feats, Swaniset
created the netw·ork of sloughs connecting the various waterways of the
Fraser Delta. The last (and therefore the most important) slough Swaniset created stretched from the Alouette River southward, terminating at
a point about 300 yards north of the Fraser River. Although the village
at the end of the slough was named 'Katzie,' a geographical reference
to the fact that a spongy moss called Katzie (Q'eytsi'i) in Halq'emeylem,
grew in abundance there~ the slough itself was known as the 'River. of the
· Kwantlen People,' for it was at Katzie that the Kwantlen people lived. 76
The Kwanden, however, were not to remain the sole occupants of what
was then a seasonally flooded settlement site, or even its most permanent
residents, for as Old Pierre explained, Swanise~ subsequendy 'ordered'
the rest of' his people to accompany him to Katzie on the Fraser River,
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Summary of Kwantlen movements:
1 After completing many great deeds, Swaniset moves from where he fell from the sky {near Sheridian Hill) to the village of
Katzie (moss) on the Kwantlen River (a slough running southward from Alouette River). He gathers his people there with
him, including the Kwantlen and the Katzie of Pitt Lake.
2 Katzie becomes overpopulated. Some Kwantlen move to Skaiamelt and Qiqa:yt (New Westminster), other Kwantlen go elsewhere {likely including Hatzic and/or Nicomen slough, the mouth of the Salmon River, and sites at Whonnock and on the
Stave River}. Some, under the leadership of Whittlekanim, appear to remain al the settiement of Katzie.
3 X.ex:las the transformers turn some Kwantlen living at New Westminster into wolves and they become wanderers; others into
ravens. Some of the remaining Kwantlen eventually relocate to Skayuk on the Stave River.
4 Descendents of Kwantlen elite males and their female slaves (stexem) leave New Westminster and establish themselves at the
mouth of the Coquitlam River.
5 J. McMillan visits Kwantlen settlements at mouth of Salmon River, at Hatzic and/or Nicomen slough, and at New Westminster
in 1824.
,
6 Kwantlen from New Westminster under Tsi-ta-sil-ten move upriver to be across the Fraser River from Fort Langley (Derby
Reach) in 1827.
7 Remaining Kwantlen under Whittlekanim living at the settlement of Katzie (on the Kwantlen River/slough) move to be beside Fort Langley.
8 Kwantlen under Nicamous move from HatzidNkomen villages to be adjacent to Fort langley.
9 Kwant! en at Derby relocate with the HBC adjacent to the second Fort Langley site (current site).
10 Some Kwantlen remain at Whonnock and Skayuk.
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and to make homes for themselves at that place. ' 77 The modem Katzie
tribe, as Jenness learned, was therefore 'an amalgamation of at least two,
and perhaps s~veral, communities that claim separate eponyms. Only
one community inhabited the vicinity in early times, and its village was
not at Katzie itself, but at Port Hammond, a mile away. Another Katzie
community occupied the district around Pitt Lake, 10 miles to the north,
and did not move permanently to Port Hammond until the latter half
of the nineteenth century. '7 8 Thus, according to the Indigenous history,
the people ultilnately and officially identified by fur traders and later
government officials as 'the Katzie' appear to have been the formerly
more distinct community from the settlement on Pitt Lake .79
Once the Katzie and Kwantlen winter homes were unified on the
· Kwantlen River at Katzie, Swaniset set about making the site an important season a1 gathering place for other more distant people. Shortly after
the amalgamation, Swaniset's wife shared the contents of a special box
with the people gathered at Katzie, thus introducing eulachon to the
Fraser River system. Swaniset then 'traveled around the country inviting
the more distant people to come and share their good fortune.' Those
who accepted the invitation came to benefit from their relationship with
the growing and wealthy community at Katzie, while those who refused
to make the journey and partake of the eulachon gift were chastised as
'senseless. 'So
So powerful and influential was Swaniset, and so intent his desire to
create supratribal social and economic relationships, that he even ventured with canoes of dl;'ied eulachon to distant salt water settlements in
Puget Sound where he engaged in trade and gambling games. After visiting several human communities he eventually travelled so far to the
south that he reached the homes of the various salmon species. Within
St6:lo history, great things are usually only achieved after heroes com~
plete arduous journeys to distant places, and· so it was with Swaniset, who
upon visiting the southern settlements of the various species of salmon
people, ultimately reached the home settlement of the great sockeye
salmon people. It was among the sockeye that Swaniset announced his
intention to take yet another wife ~ the leader's daughter. Son1etime
after the marriage union was achieved, Swaniset declared his desire to
bring his new sockeye wife back to the Fraser River with him, thus establishing the precedent of patrilocal marriages among the upper class and
instituting the practice of regular visits of affines to their in-laws' resi. deuces, as demonstrated by the regular return of the sockeye woman's
family to her new home on the Fraser.81
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The amalgamated Kwantlen and Katzie tribe's setdement at Katzie,
however, had now become too crowded,
so, following Swaniset's
lead, many of the people dispersed _to other locations. Swaniset himself
'moved his home a mile farther up the river.' Later, at an unspecified
time, other of Swaniset's Kwantlen people (who continued to recognize
Swaniset as their first leader, but henceforth appear to have traced theirleadership through another 'first man' named Skwelselem, who was not
sky-born but a 'descendant of the earth') 'moved away from Katzie and ·
occupied the site now covered by the Penitentiary at New Westminster':·
(justsouthwe.stofthemouthoftheBurnetteRiver.82 TheseNewWestminster vicinity Kwantlen settlements were called Qiqa:yt and Skaiamet1.83 It
was after this migration (and after Swaniset himself along with a seleyt
few Kwantlen had moved roughly two kilometres upriver from Ka~J.e
to Hammond Mills) that Xexa:ls the transformers arrived to finish the
Creator's work. How long Kwantlen people lived ~t New Westminster is
uncertain. What is remembered is that the eventful arrival of the XeJ,£i:ls
set in motion a series of new transformations which led to yet additional
movements. On land that would later become the capital of the future
colony of British Columbia, Xe~a:ls met a Kwantlen family who listened
to the transformers' words 'in secret mockery.'·This was a family that
'never worked for its livelihood, but always begged from others.' Perceiv. ing their thoughts, Xe~a:ls transformed these lazy indolent people into
ravens and decreed that from that point onward they would visit other
people's camps and beg for food. Here too Xe;!_ci:ls met a man who, the
Kwantlen leader explained, 'wandered in the woods all the time . ' This
apparently kept the man from being a good father and husband and so
Xe~a:ls punished him and his family by transforming them into wolves
who would continue their wandering ways. Henceforth, the wolf people would make available to other Kwantlen special spirit power to assist
young men in hunting and women in mat-making and the weaving of
woolen garments. The remaining Kwantlen people Xexa:ls recognized
as wise, and so did not transform them.84
In the summer of 2000 one of the few remaining fluent Halq' emeylemspeaking elders, Rosaleen George, explained to me that some of the
close relatives of the Kwantlen who had been turned into ravens later
migrated upriver to the territory around Stave River and Lake occupying lands left vacant by earlier residents who had been wiped out by the
smallpox epidemic. 85 The Kwanden migrants appear to have comrnemorated the earlier residents by referring to the territory as Sxwoyeqs, liter~
ally 'all dead' or 'tribe dead' 86

and
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Along simila.r lines, according to oral tranditons collected by Wilson
Duff~ Charles Hill-Tout, and amateur historian B.A. McKelvie, when the
Hudson's Bay Company arrived on the Fraser River and established Fort
Langley in 1827 t the Kwantlen and certain other lower St6:16 communities moved upriver to be near the fort on lands that had formerly been
occupied by the Snokomish - another small tribe that, like the people
of the Stave watershed, had fallen victim to smallpox. 87 Old Pierre explained that the New Westminster Kwantlen ultimately made their home
on the north side of the Fraser River across from the fort. 88 Today, the
branch ofKwantlen tribe living on that site is known as the Thomas fam~
ily.89 When I interviewed Robert Thomas Sr in 1992 he explained that
his son Robert Jr carried the name of the hereditary Kwantlen earthborn leader Tsi-ta-sil-ten (or as Hill~Tout recorded the name, Sqtcten) .9°
Robertjr had been given the name by his grandfather Francis Thomas
when just a boy. By the late-nineteenth century the Kwantlen tribe as a
whole had con1e to be commonly and legally referred to as the 'Langley
Indians,' though in 1994, under the leadership of Chief Marilyn Gabriel,
the tribe officially changed its name back to Kwantlen. Significandy,
Gabriel had inherited her 'Indian name' and position from her father
Joe Gabriel and through him from his father Alfred Gabriel, who in mrn,
received it from the leader prominent at the turn of the century, Chief
Casimir (aka Strkakel).91
The 1820s Kwantlen migration to !fort Langley was, therefore, an aspect or extension of a much earlier)process of movement that dated
back to the andent myth-age but that had been accelerated by the rapid
depopulation associated with smallpox (and associated trauma among
the epidemic's survivors), all accentuated by a desire to access new economic opportunities (and consolidate control over the same) while securing military protection from the 'Coastal Raiders. '92 Its expression
was, therefore,, more complicated than a binary or reductionist portrayal
ofindigeneityas a state frozen in either time or geography would allow.93
If the oral histories of Kwantlen collective identity and population
movement leading up to the eve of E~ropean contact is rich, the .early
historical documentation of regional St6:lo migration and identity is,
·. unfortunately, rather sketchy. The European explorers and fur traders,
while keen observers and experienced students of Aboriginal culture 1
were motivated to record different information from what a contemporary audience might ask for. During his brief sojourn in St6:16 territory
in 1808, Simon Fraser, for example, recorded little that assists in locating or identifYing Aboriginal communities. He refers to all the Io.wer
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Fraser Aboriginal people collectively by the name 'Sachinco,' which is
the term used by Fraser's up-river Nlakapamux (aka Thompson Indian)
interpreter and guide. It is still widely in use by Nlakapa.mux people today. Indeed, the only Halkomelem-speaking t;ribe identified by name in
Fraser's journal is Musqueam, located at the Fraser's mouth.
In December of 1824, however, clerks wo:rking underJames McMillan,
who had been sent north from Fort George on the Columbia River to
scout for a site for the future Fort Langley, recorded information indicating that the Kwantlen had already firmly established themselves in a
series of winter villages stretching over thirty kilometres upriver from
New Westminster.94 Upon entering the Fraser via the Nicomekl-Salmon
River portage route from Boundary Bay, McMillan's party encountered
a people. who identified themselves as members of what clerk]ohn Work
recorded as the 'Cahoutetts Nation.' Later, they travelled upriver and
camped adjacent to a lodge the HBC men considered to be of the same
'Cahantitt' tribe near Hatzic slough. The following morning dozens
of other members of this tribe visited them from a settlement 'a short
distance upriver' (apparently from Nicomen slough). Upon their descent1 the HBC party encountered more members of the 'Cahotitt' tribe
near present~day New Westminster. vVayne Suttles has interpreted these
names as variations of Kwantlen,95 which would mean that the Kwantlen
had already established ftlemselves as far as what Charles Hill-Tout's
Kwantk:n consul1tants of half a century later identified as the uppermost
extent of their post-migration territory.96
Significantly, i.n Fort Langley's early years, its journal writers frequently mention at least two major Kwantlen settlements with separate
leaders who appear to have been brothers.97 The first, located on what
the traders referred to as 'the Quoitle [Kwantlen] River' (which most
likely was the same slough Old Pierre described as having been made
by Swaniset and which emptied into the Allouette River and from there
into the Pitt River), 'where the chief of the Quoitlans, Whittlekanim, has
his residence. '98 The second under a leader called Nicamous was at a site
an unspecified distance upriver from the fort. The name of this second
Kwantlen leader (variously rendered by the journals' three authors as
Nicamuns, Nic:rrnous, Nicameus, Nicamoos, Nic,ca,ueus, Ni,cam.meus,
Ni,ca.mous, etc.) is suggestive, as it appears to be a downriver Halkomelem dialect speaker's attempt to render the upriver dialect name
Leq'a:mel. Leq'a:mel, as discussed earlier, is the name oftheplacewhere
the survivors gathered in Dan Milo's story of the mysterious depopulat·
ing event, and th.e birthplace of the St6:lo Halkomelem language. The
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most obvious distinction between upriver and downriver Halkom.elem is
the substitution of 'n' for 'L' Leq'a:mel in the downriver dialect, there
fore, becomes Neq'a:men, or expressed in common English, Nicomen.
Thus, while the exact location of Nicamous' settlement is never specified, it would appear that the second most prominent Kwan tlen leader of
the early nineteenth century may have been residing at, and bearing the
name of, a site known among St6:16 people as the birthplace of the modem St6:16 people. By 1839, following Whittlek.anim's death, Nicamous
became the entire Kwantlen tribe's most prominent leader. By this time
he had also taken up permanent residence on McMillan Island, adjacent to Fort Langley where, through his sister, daughters (and nieces?)
who had married employees of the fort, he strove to regulate trade and
(mu<:h to the chagrin of the HBC) extract payment as a middleman from
those of other tribes without marriage ties to the posf s resources. 99 &
early as june 1829 many of the Kwantlen had taken up residence directly
outside the Fort's palisade, and references to the 'Quoitle River' settlement disappear from the journal, although a Kwantlen settlement 'a few
miles higher up' the Fraser (likely at Whonock or Sxayuks) continued to
be mentioned. 100 Likewise, the Musqueam, whose tribal core was on the
north arm of the Fraser near the river's mouth, are reported to have had
a fairly pennanent settlement at the mouth ofKanaka Creek- ac1ross the
river from the fort's first site. 101
Repeated early references to the main Kwantlen settlement being
on the Pitt River and to the Katzie as 'a weak tribe [further] up Pitt's
River' 1 02. suggest that when Fort Langley was established Old Pierr~'s
K.atzie ancestors had not yet made the move103 to the Fraser proper~ the
site where they would ultimately have their major settlement site secured
as a reserve by the Royal Engineers in 1861. 104
For all its strengths as an ethnographic document, The Fort Langley
Journals present certain challenges in terms of their usefulness in plotting early nineteenth-century settlement locations, and for assessing the
historical e:Kpressions-of collective identities. This stems largely from the
fact that, as the post's second chief trader (and the journals' third au thor)
Archibald McDonald acknowledged, both the interconnections and the
.distinctiveness of the various St6:16 groups were sometimes difficult for
outsiders to comprehend: 'When we say the Quaitlines [Kwantlens] we
very often me:3ill anyone of the distant Tribes called among themselvesQuaitlains, Musquams [Musqti;eams], Kitchis [Katzie], and at a distance
even the whole collectivity ar~ better known by the appellation of the
Cawaitchens [Cowichans] as that Tribe is the leading nation in this quarter.' By 'the whole collectivity' McDonald likely was referring to all of the
4
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Coast Salish people living within the region serviced by Fort Langley. 105
This reference, however, calls into question what otherwise appear to be
the identities of distinct tribes. It likely reflects in part McDonald's nascent familiarity with the region's power structures as well as the reality
of interpenetrating Aboriginal collective groupings, especially of those
traced through elite male bloodlines and those created through marriage and the relocation of women to their husbands' homes. The latter,
or course, cut across tribal lines in the first generation while they served
to integrate tribal identities in the next (affinal ties in the first generation necessarily became consanguinial in the second).
Earlier scholars took the journals' ambiguity about tribal nomenclature to be an indication that the Kwantlen had somehow amalgamated
with what were formerly more distinct tribal entities around them: 'an
aggregation that probably included the Kwan tlen> Who no ck, Sxayuks,
Matsqui, Hatzic, Nicomen, Qeqayt, and Coquitlam.' 106 But this explains
only part of the process. Clearly the Kwantlen did amalgamate with
some people, the Whonock (Qo:leq), for example~ whose narne has
been translated as 'two tribes coming together' in commemoration of
this act. 107 And dearly, as discussed above, the Kwantlen themselves have
oral histories that describe a much earlier time when they themselves
for a while became closely affiliated with what would become the Katzie
tribe, and when heroic sky-born and earth-born community founders
came together to create a larger whole. But in other cases, as with the
occupation. of the Snokomish lands anchored around the junction of
the Salmon and Fraser rivers, or the resettlement of the lands associated with the Stave watershed, the evidence more clearly indicates that
Kwantlen people occupied territory left vacant by others who had either
been eliminated by smallpox, or whose numbers had been so reduced
that whatever survivors remained were absorbed into the Kwantlen body
politic. Certainly the absence of the above-mentioned seven other names
within both the 1830 and the 1839 HBC censuses suggests a pattern of
takeover. 108 As quoted previously, George Gibbs documented more
than a century ago that it was a tradition among Coast Salish people
that a tribe's title continued only until such time as the tribe became
extinct. 109 Among the Salish, as elsewhere in human history and geography, the dictum natura ahhorret a vacuo applied.U° Coupled with Gibb's
interpretation is Suttles' observation that Coast Salish tribal territory is
better conceived not as an area confined by specific borders, but as an
ever-decreasing interest in lands as one moves farther from the core of
tribal lands. This might best be conceived as a series of diminishing rings
emanating from a cluster of tribally affiliated settlements within a dis-
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crete watershed (see Map 12). People of one tribe~ in this system, have
interests in the lands and resources that are generally regarded as being
principally within the territory of another tribe. 'Wb.ile such overlaps can
be the cause of tensions, they are also the marrow that sustains the flexible structures of broad regional identity affiliations.
What emerges, then, is a picture of the leaders of the Kwantlen tribe
asserting ownership rights to land and resources that had previously been
considered by them as peripheral sites where they had most likely formerly held only access privileges forged through marriage alliances and
blood relatives. The fact that certain names that earlier ethnographers
had assumed to be the tribal names of the region's pre-smallpox inhabitants are, instead, sometimes names commemorating an earlier resident
community's demise (recall, e.g., that Sxw(Jyeqs, meaning 'all dead' or
'tribe dead'), or names commemorating the process through which survivors amalgamating with the Kwantlen (note, e.g., that Whonock means
'two tribes come together'), suggests that the Kwantlen never intended
to erase the history and identity of the previous occupants. These were
strategic moves aimed at accessing valued resources that were built upon
a web of kinship and hereditary power that took advantage of opportunities. The diverse expressions of these moves indicates the power that
historical events can have in transforming identities, and the role that
settlement names can play as cross-tribal unifying forces. The history of
KWa.ntlen population movements suggests that often group identities
were broader than a single settlement or even tribal unit. Indeed, even
though the subs.equent arrival of non-Native settlers and associated transformations ofla.nd tenure systems through the creation of Crown Land,
;fee simple tide, and Indian Reserves served to render population movements much more difficult, the process of identity negotiation and identity boundary maintenance continued throughout Kwantlen territory,
and throughout Kwanden hlstory. 111
Though devastating, the lower Fraser River people's first engagement
with disruptive global pathogens and the global market economy, as represented by smallpox and then the arrival of the Hudson's Bay Company,
did not result in a sudden transformative break with pre-contact history
and identity. Within the collective historical consciousness of the various
lower Fraser River communities were rich storehouses of ancient narratives describing not only ancestral responses to similar cataclysmic events,
but early cross-pollinating tales of tribal ethnogenesis. These stories provided precedents that sustained survivors through the immediate crisis
and then guided them as they forged new collective affiliations within
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what was in many ways a post-smallpox vacuum. Reduced in number and
dispersed, survivors relocated to ·build new tribal identities that would
have been recognizable to their ancestors in form and substance because
they were built upon existing social, economic, and storied foundations.
The process was dynamic and jarring, but never chaotic.
In light of Indigenous understandings of the historical expressions
of their collective identity, the scholarly interpretation of early contactera history requires rethinking. Taking Indigenous historical sources
seriously- even if, as in the case of myth-like stories, they cannot be corroborated by archival documents or Western science- not only leads to
scholarship that is inclusive and meaningful to Indigenous people, it also
helps us create new, and hopefully more accurate histories. For, as julie
Cruikshank's artful discussion of Aboriginal people's relationship with
the natural environment in a northern context reveals in her book Do
Glaciers Listen? it does not necessarily matter whether a Coast Salish mythlike story describes a real event though often they likely do. That is to say
our focus cannot only be on trying to determine if stories of the Great
Flood, for example, can be linked to a geological reality; what matters
more is appreciating how belief in the historical legitimacy of .the con~
tents of such stories shapes people's subsequent historical behavior. 112
Situating history within a context created by Indigenous historical consciousness, therefore, provides a means of highlighting what Marshall
Sahlins refers to as the 'systematic ordering of contingent circumstances.'113 Just as the subsequent non-Native re-settlement of British
Columbia, so aptly described by Cole Harris (1997), was predicated on
smallpox-induced Native depopulation, so too was the earlier smallpoxinduced Salish re-settlement contingent upon circumstances whose significance lay in the 'structure of the conjuncture. ' 11 4 In other words,
individuals such as those genealogical founders named in the oral traditions made choices and steered Aboriginal history forward by interpreting the smallpox epidemic within the context of earlier ancestral stories
describing people's responses to similar disasters- and they chose migration as a core component of their response. Moreover, as the next
chapter demonstrates, these smallpox and economically induced migra. ,, tions were not only not the first in St6:16 history, they also were not the
last. Much of the nineteenth century was also characterized by a series
of identity-shaping migrations that, through the power of place and the
problem of time, did as much to undermme certain tribally based affiliations as they did in other instances to enhance tribal cohesiveness while
simultaneously.promoting competing notions of supra-tribal identity.
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Introduction
This report presents results for the literature review component of the Kwantlen
Territory Knowledge Project (KTKP).
The literature review examined documents, maps and other sources that contain
information about the history, ethnography or cultural geography of Kwantlen people in
the Study Area, which for the purpose of this project has been defined as Kwantlen
territory as established by the Kwantlen First Nation (Map 10, and see discussion
below). The review involved an examination of previously recorded sources selected
as the most likely to contain relevant information, and included publications, reports,
maps, archival manuscripts, notes, photographs, and drawings. Most especially, the
focus of this part of the KTKP project was to identify and map information about the
Kwantlen’s history, occupancy and activities in the Study Area where these can be
associated with specific geographic locations; or “cultural heritage sites,” as defined
below.
The first sections of the report describe the methodology for the project; generally what
sources were reviewed and how information about Kwantlen cultural heritage sites was
identified, mapped and recorded. Later sections present some results of the research,
and include maps showing the locations different categories of sites in three defined
regions in the Study Area. Appendices to this report include hard copies of maps
showing the locations of all cultural heritage sites identified during the literature
review, a printed copy of the Literature Cultural Heritage Site Database, and digital
copies of the Literature Review Cultural Heritage Site GIS and Database.
This information provided in this report complements that presented in the reports on
Reserve Creation also produced as part of the KTKP Project.2 The Reserve Creation
reports focus on the history and documentation of the establishment of Kwantlen Indian
Reserves between 1858 and 1830, while the current report presents the results of a
wider-ranging literature review for information about cultural heritage sites throughout
Kwantlen territory. Information about specific cultural heritage sites identified during
in the Reserve Creation reports has been incorporated into the Literature Review’s
cultural heritage site database and GIS database.

Project Methodology
The project reviewed selected sources for information about cultural heritage sites in
the Study Area by:
•
•

identifying sources most likely to contain information;
reviewing the selected published, unpublished and archival sources;

2

Crockford, Cairn. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part 1: Colonial Reserves 1858-1871. Prepared for
Kwantlen First Nation. Draft October 31, 2010." Victoria, B.C., 2010.
Crockford, Cairn. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part Ii: Federal Reserves 1871 - 1930. Prepared for
Kwantlen First Nation, October 31, 2010.". Victoria, B.C., 2010.
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•
•
•

recording the locations and boundaries of documented sites on maps and digitizing
these locations a GIS database;
entering information about the sites into a computer database; and
assembling copies of information about the cultural heritage sites into paper site
files.

Cultural Heritage Site Definition
“Cultural heritage site” is a term used in this report in preference to other commonlyused or similar terms such as “traditional use site.”3 The term “cultural heritage site” is
preferred to “traditional use site” as the latter term generally creates an impression that
such sites were only used “traditionally,” i.e. in the past.4 “Cultural heritage site”
conveys a more accurate meaning as it includes contemporary activities.
Following is the definition of a “cultural heritage site” used for the KTKP literature
review:
“A cultural heritage site is any geographically-defined site (on land or
water) used for the purposes of settlement, occupation, cultural use,
resource gathering, transportation, or similar activity by a group of
people. These sites may lack the physical evidence of human-made
artifacts or structures, yet maintain cultural significance to a living
community of people.
Information about the existence and nature of cultural heritage sites can
be obtained through interviews with community elders or other advisors,
as well as through archival and literature searches. Examples may
include:
•
•
•
•

Locations associated with traditional beliefs of an aboriginal group about its
origins, cultural history or world view;
The location of trails, sacred sites and resource gathering sites such as berry
grounds;
A location where a community has traditionally carried out economic,
artistic or other important cultural pursuits; or
The settlement or habitation sites of a particular cultural group.

Information pertinent to understanding some of these resources can been
enhanced through archaeological investigation.”5

3
Tobias, Terry. Living Proof: The Essential Data-Collection Guide for Indigenous Use-and-Occupancy Map
Surveys. Vancouver, B.C.: Ecotrust Canada/Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs, 2009. p. 32.
4
Ibid. p. 33.
5
This definition is based on that provided in: Ministry of Forests, Aboriginal Affairs Branch. Traditional Use Study Program
Guidelines. Victoria: Aboriginal Affairs Branch, Ministry of Forests, Government of British Columbia, 2000.
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A separate report has been prepared on archaeological sites for the KTKP project.
Archaeological sites can be considered as a type of cultural heritage site. Similarly,
information about cultural heritage sites resulting from project interviews with Kwantlen
elders and cultural advisors is the subject of a separate examination.

Information Sources
A bibliography of sources examined during the KTKP literature review that included
information about cultural heritage sites, is provided at the end of this report.
In general, “primary” sources were examined in preference to secondary sources,
although some of the latter were also consulted. The literature review should not be
considered as comprehensive; the sources to be reviewed were consulted in a priority
order based on their relevance to the research goals during the time frame available for
the project. Although some sources remain to be consulted, the majority of sources
have been reviewed.
Following are descriptions of the various categories of sources for the literature review,
and the types of information derived from each.
Ethnography

It is perhaps unfortunate that no comprehensive ethnographic study focused on the
Kwantlen people was undertaken during the 19th or early 20th centuries, during a time
when more detailed knowledge concerning traditional and cultural history was
available. However, some ethnographic studies from that era do contain varying
amounts of information about the Kwantlen, particularly Boas, Hill-Tout, Jenness,
Khatsahlano, Duff, Barnett, and Suttles.6 From these sources it is possible to obtain
parts of a picture of their cultural history, especially when supplemented by the historic
sources described below. Other studies focus on place names or other topics related to
cultural heritage sites and provide details concerning specific locations or regions,
particularly Jenness, McHalsie, Dandurand, Sto:lo Nation and Rozen.7 Additional

6

Boas, Franz. "The Indian Tribes of the Lower Fraser River." In British Association for the Advancement of Science. Oxford
Meeting, 1894. Ninth Report on North-Western Tribes of Canada. , edited by Horatio Hale, 1-11. London:
Spottiswoode and Co., 1894.
Hill-Tout, Charles. "Ethnological Studies of the Mainland Halkomelem, a Division of the Coast Salish of British Columbia."
In The Salish People - the Local Contributions of Charles Hill-Tout Volume III: The Manland Halkomelem.
Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1978.
Khahtsahlano, August Jack. Conversations with Khahtsahlano 1932-1954. Edited by Major J.S. Matthews. Vancouver:
Vancouver City Archives, 1955.
Jenness, Diamond. "The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955).
Duff, Wilson. The Upper Stalo Indians, Anthropology in British Columbia, Memoir No. 1. Victoria: British Columbia
Provincial Museum, 1952.
Barnett, Homer G. The Coast Salish of British Columbia. Eugene Oregon: University of Oregon, The University Press, 1955.
Suttles, Wayne. "Katzie Ethnographic Notes." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955).
7
Jenness, Diamond. "Saanich and Other Coast Salish Notes and Myths [Textual Records]." CMC Archives, VII-G-9M. 193436.
McHalsie, Sonny. "Halq’eméylem Place Names." In A Sto:lo-Coast Salish Historical Atlas, edited by Keith Thor Carlson.
Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001.
Sto:lo Nation. "Sto:lo Nation Traditional Use Study." In A Sto:lo Coast Salish Historical Atlas, edited by Keith Thor Carlson.
Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001.
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information about Kwantlen cultural heritage sites was gleaned from other
ethnographic sources listed in the bibliography. Some studies have compiled and
analyzed information about Kwantlen history and geography, particularly those by
Carlson.8
History

Several published historic sources contain significant information about the Kwantlen
and also descriptions of cultural heritage sites in the Study Area. Primary amongst
these are the Fort Langley Journals,9 and other accounts from the first half of the 18th
Century, most related to the Hudson Bay Company’s or other early fur trading activities
on the lower Fraser River.10 Some published accounts from later periods also provide
valuable descriptions of the Kwantlen or information about their cultural heritage sites,
particularly McKelvie and Miller.11
Archives

Many documents obtained from archival sources were examined and found to contain
information about or that illustrated cultural heritage sites in the Study Area. Research
for the project was conducted at the B.C. Archives, University of British Columbia
Special Collections, Surrey Archives, New Westminster Museum and Archives and
New Westminster Public Library. Early hydrographic or land surveys in the Fraser
valley show native trails and settlements. Particularly important source were the maps
resulting from the investigation in 1858 by George Gibbs and displayed on maps for the
U.S. Northwest Boundary Commission. The place names and trails illustrated on
Gibbs’ maps demonstrate the wealth of native geographic knowledge for Kwantlen
Territory at the time. Many of the maps, plans and other records associated with the
investigation and establishment of Indian Reserves during the colonial and
confederation period also provided considerable information. The documents identified

Dandurand, Tony, Heidi Heder, Helen Joe, Ryan Ross, and Ann Stevenson. "Stave River/Lake Traditional Use
Study, Prepared for Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks and B.C. Hydro." Chilliwack, B.C.: Sto:lo Nation, ca.
1996.
Rozen, David. "Lower Fraser Valley Planning Study: Ethnographic Sites in the Greater Vancouver Regional District." In The
Evaluation of Archaeological Sites in the Greater Vancouver District, Proposals for Management, Permit 1978-6,
edited by Leonard Ham. Victoria: Heritage Conservation Branch, Archaeology Division, 1979.
8
Carlson, Keith Thor. "A Sto:lo-Coast Salish Historical Atlas." Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001.
Carlson, Keith Thor. "The Power of Place, the Problem of Time." PhD, University of British Columbia, 2003.
Carlson, Keith Thor. "Precedent and the Aborigiinal Response to Global Incursions; Smallpox and Identity Reformation
among the Coast Salish." Journal of the Canadian Historical Association 18, no. 2 (2007): 165-201.
9
Maclachlan, Morag, ed. The Fort Langley Journals 1827 - 30. Edited by Morag Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998.
See also: Suttles, Wayne. "The Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley Journals." In The Fort Langley Journals 1827 30, edited by Morag Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998.
10
Lamb, W. Kaye, ed. The Letters and Journals of Simon Fraser 1806-1808. Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada, 1960.
Annance, Francis N. "Journey Thro. The Land: A Journal of a Voyage from Fort George, Columbia River to Fraser River in
the Winter of 1824 and 1825." Cowlitz Historical Quarterly 33 (1991): 11 - 44.
McKenzie, Alexander. "Remarks on Board the Brig William and Ann, Henry Hanwell Master from Fort George Columbia
River to Observatory Inlet. 28th May 1825." Winnipeg. Hudson Bay Company Archive, B.223/a/1:2-39. 1825.
Work, John, and T.C. Elliott (ed.). "Journal of John Work." Washington Historical Quarterly III, no. 3 (1912): 198-228.
Yale, James M. "Correspondence from Yale, Fort Langley, to George Simpson, 1840 - 1855." Winnipeg. Hudson Bay
Company Archive, D 5/5 293 - D5/40 310. 1840-1855.
11
McKelvie, Bruce A. Fort Langley, Outpost of the Empire. Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada), 1947.
Miller, Charles A. Valley of the Stave. Surrey, B.C.: Hancock House 1981.
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in the reports about the establishment of Kwantlen Reserves12 were examined and the
information they contain about cultural heritage sites was entered into the cultural
heritage site files, database and GIS. Other archives that were not visited, but which
may contain some original information about Kwantlen cultural heritage sites include:
the Vancouver Public Library, the National Anthropological Archives in Washington,
the U.S. National Archives, the Langley Centennial Museum and Archives, Fort
Langley National Historic Site, the Maple Ridge Museum and Archives, and the MSA
Museum.
Archaeology

The literature review was conducted separately from the investigation and analysis of
archaeological sites and data. The examination of archaeological information is a
component of the larger KTKP project; the literature review and archaeological data
sets were isolated from each other. However, some publications of a general nature,
known to contain information about archaeological sites or artifacts related to the Study
Area, were examined during the literature review. Archaeological site reports that were
known to include information about place names or information about cultural history
were also reviewed. For some cultural heritage sites, particularly those known to be
villages or significant settlement sites, information about their location and extent was
confirmed or defined from pertinent archaeological site records. The cultural heritage
site database contains a separate field where the Borden Number, if known, is recorded
for those sites that include or coincide with archaeological sites.
Newspapers

Several newspapers and newspaper articles were reviewed while conducting research in
various archives, and a few of these contained information that was added to the
cultural heritage site files and database. References to a few articles that appeared in
the New Westminster British Columbian in the early 1860s provided interesting
information about native houses that were located in New Westminster at the time. A
comprehensive review of the early editions of this newspaper would undoubtedly
provide additional information about native activities and pursuits during the time that
New Westminster was being established by colonists.13
Online Sources

Some information relevant to Kwantlen cultural heritage sites was obtained from the
online sources listed in the bibliography.

Information Gaps
In reviewing the results of the KTKP literature review there are a number of general
considerations to be kept in mind. No comprehensive study of cultural heritage sites,
12

Crockford, Cairn. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part 1: Colonial Reserves 1858-1871. Prepared for
Kwantlen First Nation. Draft October 31, 2010." Victoria, B.C., 2010.
Crockford, Cairn. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part II: Federal Reserves 1871 - 1930. Prepared for
Kwantlen First Nation, October 31, 2010." Victoria, B.C., 2010.
13
Although the British Columbian is available online, not all instances of specified search words are highlighted
during online search operations.
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land occupancy study, or ethnographic study has ever been conducted concerning the
Kwantlen throughout their territory. A “Traditional Use Site” study was conducted in
the mid-1990s, but it focused solely on the Stave River and Stave Lake area.14 A
“Traditional Use Study” was also conducted for Sto:lo territory, however only the
information provided in the Sto:lo Atlas was examined in the current literature leview.15
In many instances, the information from the literature review about cultural heritage
sites has been obtained from observations or records from people whose main interests
were matters other than recording Kwantlen settlements, activities or customs. It is
likely that at least as much information about cultural heritage sites was not reported or
has been lost in comparison with what was recorded.
Over the last two centuries, as described in other sources, First Nations people in
British Columbia, including the Kwantlen, suffered a series of events that included
diseases, alienation of lands and resources, and government laws and policies aimed at
eradicating their languages and cultures.16 These and other factors brought about a
number of results which include the erosion and loss of traditional knowledge about
cultural heritage sites and activities in the Study Area. Only a portion of what was
once, in all likelihood, a vast array of knowledge has survived or been recorded.
The cultural heritage sites in the study area include sites that have been, or are, used by
cultural groups other than the Kwantlen. The documentation available indicates that
the Kwantlen were once the dominant native group on the lower Fraser River and
controlled a large territory.17 Due to historic circumstances and events, including the
apparent advantages of being able act as middlemen in trade, and the negative impacts
of depopulation and threats from outsiders, the Kwantlen appear to have focused their
settlements and activities in the vicinity of Fort Langley after the Hudson Bay
Company post was established there in 1827.18 This geographic focus, combined with a
significant loss in population, meant that Kwantlen activities decreased in the outlying
portions of their territory. Sites and regions that previously fell within the domain of
the Kwantlen came to be utilized by other groups who possibly claimed access through
kinship or marriage ties with Kwantlen people. There are a number of cultural heritage
sites included in this study that are known and used by First Nations other than the
Kwantlen.

14

Dandurand, Tony, Heidi Heder, Helen Joe, Ryan Ross, and Ann Stevenson. "Stave River/Lake Traditional Use Study,
Prepared for Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks and B.C. Hydro." Chilliwack, B.C.: Sto:lo Nation, 1996 (?).
15
Sto:lo Nation. "Sto:lo Nation Traditional Use Study." In A Sto:lo Coast Salish Historical Atlas, edited by Keith Thor
Carlson. Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001.
16
Some examples: Carlson, Keith Thor. "A Sto:lo-Coast Salish Historical Atlas." Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001.
Fisher, Robin. Contact and Conflict. 1997 ed. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1977.
Harris, Cole, ed. The Resettlement of British Columbia: Essays on Colonialism and Geographical Change. Vancouver: UBC
Press, 1997.
Miller, Bruce Granville, ed. Be of Good Mind: Essays on the Coast Salish. Vancovuer: UBC Press, 2007.
17
For a discussion of sources concerning Kwantlen territory and history, see: Carlson, Keith Thor. "The Power of Place, the
Problem of Time." PhD, University of British Columbia, 2003
18
The Kwantlen occupied the area prior to the establishment of the HBC fort, but once the fort was constructed it
became a hub which attracted Kwantlen people and their activities.
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A considerable amount of the project’s information relates to cultural heritage sites that
are fall into the category of “Settlement Activity Sites” - native settlements or camp
sites located near the Fraser River mostly - for the simple reason that these are the sites
that were observed and described in documents or accounts that have survived. Prior to
the alienation of Kwantlen lands in the period of the 1860s to 1880s, few whites
travelled off existing networks of travel routes along rivers, streams and trails. Those
that did were mostly prospectors or early settlers. There are very few surviving records
from prospectors, a generally secretive group, and the earliest settlers were not inclined
to discuss or record any evidence of native occupation or use as such could prove
problematic or detrimental to their own interests.
With the establishment of Indian Reserves in the late 1800s, Kwantlen people were
effectively prevented from engaging in many types of activities on significant portions
of their territory. Information about previous Kwantlen activities and occupation in
alienated portions of their territory was generally not recorded during this period.
In summary, the information about cultural heritage sites that follows should not be
viewed as providing a comprehensive data set due to the information gaps noted above.
Nonetheless, the literature review does allow for the examination and analysis of the
available recorded information about cultural heritage sites. Especially when
considered in combination with the results of other aspects of the KTKP project, the
results of the literature review add significantly to an understanding of traditional and
contemporary use and occupation in Kwantlen territory.

Site Recording
Site Mapping

A series of 8 paper working base maps, produced using GIS base datasets, were printed
for use in mapping of the sites recorded during the literature review. The working
maps show main geographic features (mountains, rivers, streams), some contours, and
the names of main geographic features and major roads. One overview map, showing
the entire Study Area, was produced at a scale of 1:175,000. The remaining 7 maps
each show a different portion of the Study Area, and were produced at a scale of
1:50,000. When information about a cultural heritage site in the Study Area was
encountered during the literature review, the location and extent of the site was
delineated on the appropriate working map in coloured pencil and tagged with its
corresponding cultural heritage site database number. The mapping of many sites is
considered to be judgmental as the descriptions of sites in the source documents seldom
contained detailed geographic descriptions, particularly for site boundaries. At the
completion of the literature review, the cultural heritage site locations were plotted into
a GIS database, then checked for accuracy against the original paper maps.
Cultural Heritage Site Files

Information about cultural heritage sites was photocopied, scanned or printed from
source documents and placed in separate file folders, one for each cultural heritage
sites, and each marked with its corresponding cultural heritage site number. A cover
page with bibliographic information was attached to copies or prints of all source
KTKP Literature Review, Cultural Heritage Sites
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materials placed into each of the site files. In most instances, the copied pages with
pertinent information about cultural heritage sites were marked with a highlighter for
ease of reference.
Cultural Heritage Site Database

A KTKP cultural heritage site Database was created (using Filemaker Pro software)
and contains records with summary information about each site recorded during the
literature review. The cultural heritage site database includes various fields with
descriptions of the location of each site, its h ənqəiə name (if known), the
translation of the name to English, the classification of the site according to categories
of activities, other details, and the source(s) for information about the site. Each
cultural heritage site in the database has been provided with a record number that
corresponds to its file number, to the number recorded on the paper working maps, and
to the site plotted in the KTKP GIS. The database can be linked to the project’s GIS in
order to facilitate the search and management of information about cultural heritage
sites. The sites can be identified by location or area through GIS, or by site type or
other parameter through the cultural heritage site computer database. A detailed
description of the database fields and structure is presented in Appendix A of this
report. A printout of the KTKP Database is provided, under separate cover, as
Appendix C of this report.

Site Recording Summary
The literature review identified 312 cultural heritage sites in the Study Area. Each site
within the Study Area has been assigned a unique site designation number, is
documented in the Kwantlen cultural heritage site computer database, recorded in an
associated GIS Database, and copies of information deposited in the paper site record file
associated with each site. The locations of the cultural heritage sites are displayed on a
series of maps presented later in this report.

Kwantlen History and Kwantlen Territory, pre-1830
Although the primary purpose of this report is not to provide details of Kwantlen history
and territory, some key elements from available sources are summarized below as they
provide context for information presented later in the report.
A comprehensive investigation of the history of the Kwantlen has recently been
published by Carlson.19 Although the following summary generally follows Carlson’s
research and analysis, it also differs in some significant aspects. The period under
discussion is prior to 1830, up to the end of observations recorded in the Fort Langley
Journals, and considered to be the “pre-Contact” period for the Kwantlen.
There are a number of oral traditions obtained from native people that have been
published in some form and provide information about aspects of early Kwantlen
history.
19

Carlson, Keith Thor. The Power of Place, the Problem of Time: Aboriginal Identity and Historical Consciousness in the
Cauldron of Colonialism. Toronto Buffalo London: University of Toronto Press, 2010. pp. 100-112.
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According to information obtained by Hill Tout from Kwantlen advisors (August
Sqtcten, Jason Allard, and Mrs. Elkins) and published in 1903, the original Kwantlen
ancestor was a “descendant of the sky,” named Swaniset (“appear or come in a
mysterious manner”).20 Another first ancestor was named Skwelselem. The Kwantlen
maintained a history that recorded their chiefs back through nine generations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Skwelselem I
Skwelselem II (a mighty conflagration consumed the earth in his time)
Skwelselem III (a great flood occurred in his time)
Stlalsitet (later changed to Skwelselem IV; a famine occurred in his time)
Sqtcten
Sqtcten II (afterwards changed to Stltimten, referencing thunder)
Sqtcten III
Sqtcten IV
Sqtcten V (the chief at the time Hill-Tout obtained his information)

Based on information from the same advisors, Hill-Tout reported that Kwantlen
territory extended from the mouth of the south arm of the Fraser River and up the
Fraser River to Hatzic. Kwantlen territory was bounded on the west and south by the
territories of the Musqueam and the Tsawwassen, by the Katzie on the Pitt River, and
the Snonkweametl, who became extinct, on the Salmon River. In its centre, Kwantlen
territory also touched on that of the Matsqui, a tribe whom the Kwantlen had driven
back from the river front on the Fraser, and abutted the Nicomen’s domain on the east.
Hill-Tout added that the upper part of Kwantlen territory dated only from the time of
the establishment of the HBC fort at Langley; before that time the Kwantlen were
mainly centred at or near sχəyəməɬ, (Site #12, Map 1), or what is now called New
Westminster. Historical evidence, discussed below, indicates that the Kwantlen
occupied this upper part of their territory prior to the establishment of Fort Langley.
The Coquitlam held territory on the Coquitlam River but were subject to the Kwantlen.
Hill-Tout recorded that Kwantlen villages were located at:
1. “Sqaiets” on the Stave River (sxeyəqs, Site 7 and/or Site 9, Map 3)
2. “Honak” a “division” a few miles below the Stave and later called Whonnock
(x ex ənaq , Site #10, Map 3)
3. Kwantlen, at Fort Langley (q a:nλən, or sq anəc, Site #2 and/or Site #11, Map
1);
4. “Sqaiametl” at New Westminstern (sχəyəməɬ, Site #12, Map 1),
5. Kikait at Brownsville. (qəqeyt, Site #13, Map 1),
Hill-Tout also noted that “the Kwantlen have always regarded themselves as the head
of the tribe…They were undoubtedly once a numerous and powerful tribe, and are
20

Hill-Tout, Charles. "Ethnological Studies of the Mainland Halkomelem, a Division of the Coast Salish of British Columbia."
In The Salish People - the Local Contributions of Charles Hill-Tout Volume III: The Manland Halkomelem.
Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1978. pp. 68-70.
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known to have kept undisputed control of the river from its southern mouth to the
borders of the Nicomen, sixty or seventy miles inland.”21
Old Pierre, in describing the origins of the Katzie to anthropologist Jenness, stated that
their first ancestor, Swaniset, dropped from the sky at Sheridan Hill near Pitt Lake.22
Swaniset was described as the greatest of the First People. He played a significant role
in establishing people, resources and tribal leadership on the lower Fraser. Amongst
other accomplishments, Swaniset created a slough that extended from the Alouette
River to within 300 yards of the Fraser River at Katzie and named the slough
sq a:n əliɬ staləw (Site #103, Map 4) or “the river of the Kwantlen people,” indicating
that this was the original home of the Kwantlen people. At some unspecified later time,
the Kwantlen moved from Katzie to the site of the penitentiary at New Westminster.
Old Pierre also provided Jenness with a history involving the Kwantlen and Xexa:ls (the
Transformer). Some of the events recounted occurred when the Kwantlen were living at
what is now New Westminster. Xexa:ls transformed one disrespectful Kwantlen family
into wolves, and another disrespectful family into ravens.23 As a result, Kwantlen youths
obtained the wolf as their guardian spirit and became excellent hunters of deer, elk, bear
and other game. The wolves also guided Kwantlen women to become excellent matmakers and weavers.24
Another published account, obtained from an unnamed native advisor or advisors,
recounts an oral history describing events from “six hundred years ago” when the
Kwantlen were living at Port Hammond.25 The account includes descriptions of the
Kwantlen collecting wapato from sloughs, swamps and meadows; rocks from the Pitt
Mountains across Pitt Meadows; and dispatching large canoes, capable of holding from
15 to 30 people, to collect clams. These descriptions suggest that the Kwantlen ranged
over a considerable territory at the time of the events described. The Kwantlen village
at Port Hammond was eventually abandoned after being overwhelmed by a Haida
attack and then devastated by a smallpox epidemic.
Franz Boas recorded an account describing the “first chief” of the Kwantlen named
“K’alE’tasEmEs” (badger).26 His daughter gave birth to a number of puppies that were
later transformed into humans; these then became the first ancestors of the Kwantlen.
Later, Xexa:ls (the Transformer) transformed the chief into a badger. The account
apparently transpires on the ocean as it also described the chief’s daughter collecting
shellfish from a beach in front of her house. In another source, Boas recorded that
21

Ibid. p. 69.
Jenness, Diamond. "The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955). pp. 12 –
16.
23
Ibid. p 22.
24
Ibid. p. 48.
25
Webber, Ellen. "An Old Kwanthum Village - Its People and Its Fall." American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal 21 (1899):
309-14.
26
Bouchard, Randy, and Dorothy Kennedy, eds. Indian Myths and Legends from the North Pacific Coast of North America. A
Translation of Franz Boas' 1895 Edition of Indianische Sagen Von Der Nord-Pacifischen Kuste Amerikas.
Vancouver: Talonbooks, 2002. pp. 101-102. The editors note that K’alE’tasEmEs actually translates as “lynx” not
“badger.”
22
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K’alE’tasEmEs was the first ancestor of the Kwantlen village of “Stcuwā'cEl” (Site 72,
Map 1), located near Brownsville across the Fraser River form New Westminster.27
According to information published by Wilson Duff in 1952, and obtained from Simon
Pierre,28 the Kwantlen “were a large tribe who formerly lived at the site of the
penitentiary at New Westminster. The name means “tireless runners,”29 and they were
said to be great hunters. Their territory extended down the North Arm to a small creek
(c'oxalmilh, Site #70) above Marpole, and down the South Arm to a small slough a few
hundred yards above Ladner (səq əqsən, Site #71, Map 1). It extended through to
Mud Bay and included the Serpentine River. The Nicomekl River was in Semiahmoo
territory.” The Coquitlam are stated to have sold themselves into slavery to the
Kwantlen during a great winter famine. Part of Kwantlen territory on the South Arm of
the Fraser was said to be held in common by several Cowichan villages across the
strait. Duff published a map showing the locations of the various Sto:lo tribes
discussed in the text, and provides an illustration of their territories based on
information provided by Simon Pierre of Katzie and Robert Joe of Chilliwack (see
Figure 1).30
Duff provided additional information about the Kwantlen that he had obtained from a
number of Sto:lo advisors, from the Fort Langley Journals, and from B.A. McKelvie’s
publication about Fort Langley.31 The Kwantlen were a fairly large group who, “in
recent times at least, held a large stretch of the south bank of the Fraser, from Crescent
Island to Port Mann, and part of the north bank as well. In the south, their territory
extended through to Mud Bay.” He cited McKelvie’s information (who obtained some
of it from Hill-Tout’s publication, some from cultural advisors, and some from the Fort
Langley Journals) that the Kwantlen originally lived near New Westminster in the two
villages of Kikait and Skaiametl. After the establishment of Fort Langley in 1827, the
Kwantlen moved up-river and settled, principally at Kanaka Creek, for protection. In
1839, the fort was moved up-river a couple of miles and the Kwantlen also moved,
establishing villages on McMillan Island. Duff concluded the following: “It would
seem that the Fort Langley traders lumped several of the local groups along this section
of the river together, calling them Quoitlans. This aggregation probably included the
Kwantlen, Whonock, sxeyəqs, Matsqui, Hatzic, Nicomen, qeqa’yt and Coquitlam. It
held the river from below New Westminster to Sumas, and the lower Pitt as well.” The
locations of the component groups of this aggregation are illustrated on Map 1.

27

Boas, Franz. "The Indian Tribes of the Lower Fraser River." In British Association for the Advancement of Science. Oxford
Meeting, 1894. Ninth Report on North-Western Tribes of Canada. , edited by Horatio Hale, 1-11. London:
Spottiswoode and Co., 1894. p. 1.
28
Duff, Wilson. The Upper Stalo Indians, Anthropology in British Columbia, Memoir No. 1. Victoria: British Columbia
Provincial Museum, 1952. p. 27.
29
Carlson states that Duff’s field notes, based on information obtained from Old Pierre, describe the name Kwantlen
as translating as “tireless legs. Can run and never tire.” Carlson, Power of Place, fn 73, p. 304.
30
Ibid p. 20, p. 27.
31
Ibid. pp. 23-24.
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Duff described the Hatzic as “a small tribe now extinct, which lived on the north side of
the river around Hatzic Lake.”32 He describds the sxeyəqs as “another small tribe, now
extinct which controlled Stave Lake and the north bank of the Fraser between
Silverdale. This group must have lost its identity to the expanding Kwantlen tribe,
which extended its sway up-river after the founding of Fort Langley in 1827.”33
Concerning the Whonnock, Duff wrote: “Another small tribe that held only a very
small section of the north bank of the river and hunted about Alouette Lake.”34
Historical evidence, presented later in this report, supports Duff’s conclusion
concerning the Kwantlen occupation of the Fraser River up to and including Hatzic
Lake. However, the same evidence indicates that this occupation occurred prior to the
establishment of Fort Langley in 1827.
Katzie elder Simon Pierre also provided information about Kwantlen history and
territory to anthropologist Wayne Suttles. He reported to Suttles that, at the time whites
first arrived, Kwantlen territory began “at the head of the delta where the river
divides.”35 He gave the names of three Kwantlen villages in close proximity to each
other at what is now New Westminster, and stated that the Coquitlam were “serfs” of
the Kwantlen. “Above the Katzie were several villages that, according to Simon, were
wiped out, or nearly so, by smallpox before Fort Langley was founded.” These villages
were sna'kʷaya at Derby36, the site of the first Fort Langley; skwe élic, a village on
Bedford Channel north of the Salmon River;37 xʷexʷənaqʷ (Whonnock);38 sxeyəqs at the
mouth of the Stave River; and xe?cəq (Hatzic).39 Simon referred to the “Derby
people,” (the Snokomish) as a “separate tribe”40 who owned the Salmon River, and
possibly Kanaka Creek, as well as the territory extending southward to Mud Bay.
Simon Pierre added that, after the establishment of Fort Langley in 1827, the Kwantlen
moved upstream to be near the fort, and established themselves on McMillan Island.
Other tribes joined them for a time, but only the Kwantlen stayed. After this move,
they took over the territory of the other villages wiped out by the smallpox previously
described. Again, the information that the Kwantlen occupied the territories of the
villages decimated by smallpox is confirmed by historical evidence, although the
timing of the occupation (i.e. after the establishment of Fort Langley) is contradicted by
historical evidence, presented below.
The first recorded expedition by white explorers through Kwantlen territory occurred in
1808 when Simon Fraser’s expedition descended the Fraser River. Besides Fraser’s

32

Ibid. p. 23.
Ibid. p. 23.
34
Ibid. p. 23.
35
Suttles, Wayne. "Katzie Ethnographic Notes." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955). pp. 12 -13.
36
Site #4, Map 1.
37
Site #2, Map 1.
38
Site #10, Map 3.
39
Thought to be a Site #8, Map 3.
40
Note that Simon Pierre identified the Snokomish as a “separate tribe,” distinguishing them from the xʷexʷənaqʷ,
skwe élic, sxeyəqs and xe?cəq, suggesting these “villages” were not “separate tribes” from the Kwantlen as were the
Snokomish
33
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own description,41 there are two accounts from Kwantlen sources of what transpired
when the expedition passed through Kwantlen territory.42 A detailed discussion of
these accounts is provided later in this report (see qəqyet, Site 13). Considered
together, the three accounts of Fraser’s expedition provide evidence of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

the Kwantlen occupied a village at sχəyəməɬ (Site 12, Map 1, now known as
New Westminster) in 1808;
the Kwantlen were fishing at their summer camp and fishing station at qəqyet
(Site 13, Map 1, now known as Brownsville) on July 2 1808 when Fraser’s
expedition appeared;
the Kwantlen were said to number between 400 and 500 warriors;
the Kwantlen were said to own the “big island” (i.e. Lulu Island) in 1808; and
Chief Whittlekainum was a “sub-chief” of the Kwantlen in 1808.

The next recorded exploration by white people through Kwantlen territory occurred
when the Hudson Bay Company dispatched the McMillan expedition during November
and December of 1824 to investigate the lower Fraser River. Surviving accounts of
events are provided in the journals of John Work43 and Francis Annance.44 The
expedition was guided by native people who had knowledge of the areas traveled; they
were also able to communicate and translate for the HBC expedition members. Based
on an examination of these journals together, the following evidence and conclusions
concerning Kwantlen occupation in the area are provided:
•
•

•

On December 15th, 1824, the expedition was met on the Salmon River by
members of the “Cahoutetts Nation.”45 Work noted that “their tribe was in
detached parties in their winter quarters in the little river.”
The expedition descended the Salmon River and entered the Fraser River on
December 16th, 1824. They proceeded upriver and camped near the eastern end
of McMillan Island. No description of a village on McMillan Island was
recorded.
On December 17th, 1824, the expedition visited a settlement near the mouth of
the Stave River occupied by 22 people. Work described the settlement as a
“house” through Annance referred to it as a village (likely at sxeyəqs, Site #9,
Map 3). Work noted that the people there had “fine European articles in traffic

41

Lamb, W. Kaye, ed. The Letters and Journals of Simon Fraser 1806-1808. Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada, 1960.
One Kwantlen account of the events was published in: Khahtsahlano, August Jack. Conversations with
Khahtsahlano 1932-1954. Edited by Major J.S. Matthews. Vancouver: Vancouver City Archives, 1955. p. 185 (172).
McKelvie provides two version of an account obtained from “old Staquoisit a Quonttle chief.” The unpublished version can be
found at:
McKelvie, B.A. Jason, the Fleece Hunter. Unpublished Manuscript. Victoria, B.C.: BC Archives, MS-0001, Box 23, n.d. pp.
15 – 19.
The published version is found at:
McKelvie, Bruce A. Fort Langley, Outpost of the Empire. Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada), 1947. pp. 4 – 6.
43
Work, John, and T.C. Elliott (ed.). "Journal of John Work." Washington Historical Quarterly III, no. 3 (1912): 198-228.
44
Annance, Francis N. "Journey Thro. The Land: A Journal of a Voyage from Fort George, Columbia River to Fraser River in
the Winter of 1824 and 1825." Cowlitz Historical Quarterly 33 (1991): 11 - 44.
45
Suttles considered that “Cahoutetts,” “Cahantilt” etc. by John Work referenced the Kwantlen. See Suttles, Wayne. "The
Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley Journals." In The Fort Langley Journals 1827 - 30, edited by Morag
Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998. p. 170.
42
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•

•

from the tribes above who obtained them from White people.” Work later
identified the people he encountered in the community at the Stave River as
Kwantlen. Two people from this community accompanied the expedition
upriver. The expedition camped at the mouth of Hatzic Slough. Two of the
expedition’s “guides” proceeded to a village a short distance up Hatzic Slough;
one of them returned with three other people from the village who expressed the
intention of paying a formal visit the next day; this group then departed.
On the morning of December 18th, 1824, 47 men, 3 women and 1 boy visited
McMillan’s camp. They are identified as “Cahantit Indians,” Kwantlen people,
who inhabited a village above the expedition’s camp, taken to mean the vicinity
of Hatzic Lake.46 Some “gifts” were distributed by the expedition members –
fish hooks, looking glasses and vermillion. A few beaver skins were purchased
from the Kwantlen for a couple of axes and a few beads. The people from this
village are identified as being of the same tribe as the people encountered at the
mouth of the Stave River (i.e. Kwantlen). The Kwantlen people at Hatzic are
observed with a blanket, two guns, trousers and a few other articles of European
manufacture. There is a blank in the journal where the chief’s name was to be
recorded. The Kwantlen provided information about the Fraser River above
Hatzic Lake to the expedition members. The expedition departed downriver
and camped at their former campsite near the east end of McMillan Island.
On December 19th, 1824 the expedition proceeded further downriver and
eventually camped for the night at a big village on Lulu Island, likely at or near
tlh’ek’tines (Site # 237, Map 1). During the day’s travel, the expedition had
been met by 4 canoes with 17 Indians of the “Cahotit” (Kwantlen) tribe, among
whom were two chiefs, whose names again were left blank in Work’s journal.
One is described as the principal chief, the other the second chief. Presents
given were given to the chiefs, including “a chief’s clothing, and a com. coat.”
One of these individuals was stated to be an old man, the other younger. Beaver
skins were traded to the expedition. The old man was apparently marked by
smallpox. The only evidence in Work’s journal concerning where these
Kwantlen people were encountered is that their village “was at some distance up
a river which falls into the bay.” In describing the encounter, Annance’s journal
adds more detail: “Started early. Passing several islands and sites of villages,
about midday we fell in with the natives again on an island opposite to their
village on a little river.” Considering the evidence, the party of Kwantlen chiefs
and people encountered by the McMillan expedition likely came from a village
that was located near the mouth of the Pitt River, and most likely at Site #1
(Map 1).47

46
Carlson interprets Work’s comments to mean the village is further up the Fraser River, near Nicomen Slough
(Carlson, Power of Place, p. 107). Work’s earlier descriptions that the expedition encamped at “the entrance to a
small river” (i.e. Hatzic Slough), and that there was “a village a short way up the river where we encamped” (again
apparently referring to Hatzic Slough), provides context for interpreting Work’s statement that the “Cahantitt Indian’
(which is the name of the tribe that inhabit the village above where we were encamped)” to mean that the village is
up Hatzic Slough, not the Fraser River. A likely location for this village is thought to be at Site #8 (Map 3) at the
mouth of Draper Creek on Hatzic Lake.
47
This conclusion is based on the following evidence: 1) the people from the village were encountered on an island
opposite to their village on a river. The rivers in the area most closely fitting this description are the Pitt and the
Coquitlam; 2) the meeting occurred at midday on a trip that started at the east of McMillan Island and ended near
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The most detailed and comprehensive observations concerning Kwantlen people in the
early 19th century are contained within the Fort Langley Journals, and cover the period
from 1827 to1830. Wayne Suttles examined and analyzed the Fort Langley Journals,
and derived from them the following comments and conclusions about the Kwantlen
and their territory:48
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Quoitle (Kwantlen) had a village below Fort Langley on the Pitt River and
Chief Whittlekainum was leading chief of this village (see discussion below for
Site 1, Map 1);
The Kwantlen had another village above Fort Lanley, and Nicameus was the
chief of the upper village (see discussion below for Site 2, Map 2)
The Kwantlen had another village “a few miles higher up” the river, which
Suttles considered may have been in the area of Hatzic Slough;
Suttles is of the opinion that the McMillan expedition met Kwantlen people at
Hatzic Slough, and at a village on the Pitt or Brunette River; one of the chiefs
they met was Whittlekainum;
Suttles cites the native tradition referenced by Hill-Tout and Duff that the
Kwantlen had originally lived on the Fraser River at what is now known as New
Westminster, but moved upriver to be near Fort Langley after the HBC post was
established there. Suttles states that the Kwantlen main village may have been
downriver prior to 1827, but in 1824 they were observed in their “later
territory;” and
Suttles suggests the Kwantlen spread upriver may have occurred after a 1770s
smallpox epidemic wiped out the people of the village at Derby (i.e. sna'kʷaya
and the “Snokomish”) and several other villages (i.e. skwe élic, xʷexʷənaqʷ,
sxeyəqs, and xe?cəq). Suttles added this left these villages territories “to be
taken over by tribes with ties of kinship to them.”

It should be noted that Suttles observations here vary from those he had published
earlier to the effect that after 1827 the Kwantlen had abandoned their villages at New
Westminster and established themselves near Fort Langley.49
In summary, the evidence available from pre-Contact period documents assist in
establishing the extent of Kwantlen territory as stretching from New Westminster to

Tilbury Island. The Pitt River is about halfway between these two points, and; 3) The village in question was
Whittlekainum’s village; in 1827, Whittlekainum’s village was described in the Fort Langley journals as being
located near the mouth of the Pitt River. The elderly chief presented with the “chief’s clothing” was Whittlekainum.
The year following the McMillan expedition’s voyage, a Hudson’s Bay vessel traveled to the mouth of the Fraser
River where they were visited by Chief “Whotleakenum” an elderly man who was identified as the chief presented
with the outfit the year previously. One of the HBC men on board, Alexander McKenzie, had been a member of the
McMillan expedition (See Fort Langley Journals, pp. 11-13.) Given these facts, it seems probable that the
Kwantlen village described by Annance and Work in their journals in 1824 was Whittlekainum’s village near the
mouth of the Pitt River.
48
Suttles, Wayne. "The Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley Journals." In The Fort Langley Journals 1827 - 30,
edited by Morag Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998.
49
Suttles, Wayne. "Central Coast Salish." In Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 7, Northwest Coast, edited by
Wayne Suttles, 453-75. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1990.
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Hatzic Lake. Historic accounts provide contemporary descriptions of villages or
settlements occupied by Kwantlen people at the following locations.
1. sχəyəməɬ (Site 12, Map 1; Simon Fraser expedition, 1808)
2. qəqyet (Site 13, Map 1; Simon Fraser expedition, 1808)
3. Whittlekainum’s village (Site 1, Map 1 [location ascribed],50 McMillan
expedition 1824, Fort Langley Journal 1827)
4. Salmon River (Site 6, Map 2, McMillan expedition 1824)
5. sq anəc (Site 2, Map 1 [location ascribed], Fort Langley Journals, 1827)
6. sxeyəqs (Site 9, Map 3 [location ascribed], McMillan expedition 1824)
7. xe?cəq (Site 8, Map 3 [location ascribed], McMillan expedition 1824, Fort
Langley Journal 1829 [?])
Further, in considering the information summarized above, it may be worth reevaluating the purported status of the “villages” described in the ethnographic record as
being “wiped out” by the smallpox epidemic of the 1770s (i.e. skwe élic, xʷexʷənaqʷ,
sxeyəqs, and xe?cəq). These villages may in fact have been occupied by “local groups”
of the Kwantlen, and not by “tribes” with separate territories, as described elsewhere,
with the exception of the “Snokomish.” Additional research and analysis of this issue
is recommended.

Cultural Heritage Site Categories and Regions
In order to organize and analyze the cultural heritage sites and information about them,
the sites have been classified according to categories recommended for cultural heritage
site studies. The Cultural Heritage Site Database contains fields that include
classifications for each site according to the following criteria, moving from specific to
general.

Site “Entity”
The cultural heritage site database includes information at a specific level, listing the
various “entities” that have been recorded for each site. The “Entity” database field
provides the most specific information about the resources or features at each site. For
example, a site may be classified in the “activity” field (below) as a Fishing site and also
have information in the “entity” field that lists the types of fish obtained at the site, for
example “salmon,” “sturgeon,” and “eulachon.”

Site “Activity”
The cultural heritage sites in the Study area have been classified using each site’s
“Activity” as a criterion. A site’s “Activity” defines, at a general level, the types of
occupancy or use recorded for the site. An individual cultural heritage site may include
more than one “Activity.” For example, an individual site may satisfy the criteria for
some or all of the following sample “Activities” Named Place, Dwelling, Conflict,
Fishing, Food Preparation, Hunting/Trapping, Berry/Plant Gathering, Traditional
50

“Location ascribed” indicates that there is historical evidence for a Kwantlen village in this vicinity, but that the
mapping of the location of the village has been ascribed based on available evidence.
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History, Ceremonial/Sacred Site. Each of these classifications describes an “Activity”
that is documented as occurring within the defined cultural heritage site boundary. A list
of all categories of cultural heritage site “Activities” recorded during the project is listed
in Appendix B.

Site “Categories”
The cultural heritage sites’ activities have been grouped into four “Categories” for ease
of review and presentation of information in this report. The “Categories” are
described as follows:
•

Settlement Activity Sites - this “Category” includes sites related to traditional
Kwantlen settlement at which one or more of the following site “Activities” is
recorded: Conflict, Dwelling, Education, Farming, Fish Processing, Food
Preparation, Food Processing, Hide Preparation, Indian Reserve, Lithic
Manufacturing, Manufacturing, Material Processing, Medical/Therapeutic Site,
Personal Ornamentation, Strategic Site, Trade, Transportation. There are 101
Settlement Activity sites that were recorded during the literature review,
comprising 32% of the 312 total sites in the project’s databases and files.

•

Cultural Activity Sites - this “Category” includes sites related to culture and
history, at which one or more of the following site “Activities” is recorded:
Burial, Ceremonial/Sacred Site, Cultural Use, Geographic Feature, Legendary
Being, Marker Site, Named Place, Traditional History. There are 208 Cultural
Activity sites that were recorded during the literature review, comprising 66%
of the 312 total sites in the project’s databases and files. There are 182 Named
Places.

•

Resource Activity Sites - this “Category” includes sites related to traditional
Kwantlen harvesting or collection of land or aquatic resources, at which one or
more of the following site “activities” is recorded: Berry/Plant Gathering,
Fishing, Forestry, Hunting/Trapping, Material Collecting, Resource Materials,
Seafood, Water Supply. There are 96 Resource Activity sites that were recorded
during the literature review, comprising 31% of the 312 total sites in the
project’s databases and files.

•

Common Sites– this “Category” includes “Transportation” sites such as trails,
canoe routes, portages and travel routes, as these frequently extend across
regional boundaries. The “Common” category also includes Mount Baker and
Golden Ears mountains. These mountains, although not located within the
Study Area, are used as landmarks and are also Named Places. The “Common”
sites also include one site dedicated to all of Kwantlen Territory (the Study
Area). Thirty (30) Common Sites were recorded during the literature review,
comprising 10% of the 312 total sites in the project’s databases and files.
Common sites are not included in the regional analyses that follow.
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Table 1 provides a breakdown of the 312 cultural heritage sites based on the site
“Categories:”
Table 1: Site Category Percentages, Study Area51

Site Category
Settlement Activity Sites
Cultural Activity Sites
Resource Activity Sites
Common Sites

Number of Sites
102
208
96
30

Percentage of Sites
(n=312)
33%
67%
31%
10%

Regions
In order to allow for the best presentation of information about cultural heritage sites on
the maps in this report, Kwantlen territory has be subdivided into 3 regions. Each
region has been named after a prominent historic Kwantlen settlement. The regions
are:
1.

Sχəyəməɬ Region- the western portion of Kwantlen territory (see Maps 1, 4,
and 7). The regions is named for Sχəyəməɬ, the Kwantlen name for the area
where there were once a number of ancient villag, and at what is now called
New Westminster. There are 62 sites included in this Region. The Sχəyəməɬ
Region is the furthest west of the three regions in Kwantlen territory. In
general, this region includes Sχəyəməɬ (New Westminster) and the lower part of
the Brunette River on the north, the lands along both sides of the south arm of
the Fraser River to Tilbury Island, including the eastern end of Lulu Island, then
extending in a southerly direction to the shore of Boundary Bay, then following
the northern section of the drainage of the Serpentine River northeast to the east
end of Barnston Island, then extending north to include Pitt Meadows, and
finally following the northern boundary of Kwantlen territory westward back to
Aχəyəməɬ. Table 2 summarizes the site categories for the 62 cultural heritage
sites located in the Sχəyəməɬ Region.
Table 2: Site Categories, S χəyəməɬ Region52

Site Category
Settlement Activity Sites
Cultural Activity Sites
Resource Activity Sites

Number of Sites
29
46
23

Percentage of Sites
(n=62)
47%
74%
37%

51
An individual cultural heritage site may be in included in more than one category, for example a site may be
classified, based on site activities, as a both “Settlement Activity Site” and a “Cultural Activity Site.”
52
An individual cultural heritage site may be in included in more than one category, for example a site may be
classified, based on site activities, as both a “Settlement Activity Site” and a “Cultural Activity Site.” “Common”
sites are not included in the regional analyses.
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2.

Sq anəc Region includes the central portion of Kwantlen territory (see Maps 2,
5, and 8). Sq anəc is the Kwantlen name for the general area includes what are
known as Brae and McMillan Islands, and is also likely the traditional name for
contemporary the Kwantlen village on McMillan island. In general, this region
extends southward from the drainage of the South Alouette River on the north.
The western boundary extends along the western drainage of the Serpentine
River to the northern shore of Boundary Bay. The region includes the Salmon
River and the Nikomekl River, and all of their drainages, as well as Langley
Prairie. The southern boundary of the region is determined by the southern
boundary of Kwantlen territory. North of the Fraser River, the region includes
Kanaka Creek, and much of its drainage. The literature review compiled
information about 64 cultural heritage sites in the Sq anəc Region. Table 3
presents a breakdown of the sites for the various Site Categories for the Sq anəc
Region.
Table 3: Site Categories,, Sq anəc Region53

Site Category
Settlement Activity Sites
Cultural Activity Sites
Resource Activity Sites
3.

Number of Sites
28
45
19

Percentage
(n=64)
45%
73%
31%

Sxeyəqs Region includes the western and northern portion of Kwantlen territory
(see Maps 3, 6 and 9). Sxeyəqs is the Kwantlen name for what is now known
as the Stave River, and is also the name for area of the Kwantlen villages at the
river mouth. In general, this region extends east and north from a boundary line
that extends from the south shore of Alouette Lake southwards across the Fraser
River to the southern boundary of the Kwantlen territory. The southern, eastern,
northern and northeastern boundaries of the region are determined by the
Kwantlen territory boundary. The region includes upper and lower Stave River,
Stave Lake and the associated watersheds.. The literature review compiled
information about 156 cultural heritage sites in the Sxeyəqs Region. Table 4
presents a breakdown of these 156 cultural heritage sites into the following site
Categories for the Sxeyəqs Region.
Table 4: Site Categories, Sxeyəqs Region 54

Site Category
Cultural Activity Sites
Resource Activity Sites

Number of
Sites
109
51

Percentage
(n=156)
70%
33%

53

An individual cultural heritage site may be in included in more than one category, for example a site may be
classified, based on site activities, as both a “Settlement Activity Site” and a “Cultural Activity Site.” “Common”
sites are not included in the regional analyses.
54
An individual cultural heritage site may be in included in more than one category, for example a site may be
classified, based on site activities, as both a “Settlement Activity Site” and a “Cultural Activity Site.” “Common”
sites are not included in the regional analyses.
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Settlement Activity Sites

43

28%

4. “Common” Sites - Map 10 illustrates the boundaries of Kwantlen Territory, the
Study Area, and also shows the locations of Kwantlen transportation sites; many
of the “Common” sites extend across more than one of the regions listed above.

Cultural Heritage Site Analysis and Summaries
The following report section provides analysis and summaries for the 312 cultural
heritage sites identified and documented to date in the Study Area. The 312 sites have
been broken down based on the 4 “Categories” and the 3 regions described above.
Summary information about the “Settlement Activity Sites,” “Cultural Activity Sites”
and “Resource Activity Sites” located within each of the three regions is presented
separately on the maps and tables that follow. An individual cultural heritage site may
include several “Activities” and so may be included in two or more of the site
“Categories.” A separate map and an information table are also presented for the
“Common Sites” as many of these sites extend across the boundaries of the 3 regions.

Settlement Activity Sites
The following sections also include more detailed discussions for several of the
Settlement Activity sites located in each region. Generally, the sites discussed are
villages or other locations that were used as bases for many activities by Kwantlen
people at various points in their history. These Settlement Activity sites provide the
opportunity for an overview and discussion of some of the information collected during
the literature review. The Settlement Activity Sites discussed below are highlighted in
green on Maps 1 – 3.
Settlement Activity Sites, Sχəyəməɬ Region

There are 28 Settlement Activity Sites located in the Sχəyəməɬ Region. Table 5
presents a breakdown of these sites according to site “Activity.” The locations of the
Settlement Activity sites in the Sχəyəməɬ Region are displayed on Map 1.
Table 5: Settlement Activity Sites, Sχəyəməɬ Region

Activity
Dwelling
Indian Reserve
Farming
Trade
Conflict
Lithic Manufacturing
Fish Processing
Food Preparation
Hide Preparation
Material Processing

Number of Sites
28
8
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

KTKP Literature Review, Cultural Heritage Sites

Percentage of Sites
(n=28)
100%
29%
14%
11%
7%
7%
4%
4%
4%
4%
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Much of the information encountered during the literature review relates to “dwelling
sites” where native people lived, including villages or camps. All 28 of the Settlement
Activity sites in the Sχəyəməɬ Region are classified as “dwelling sites.” Following are
descriptions of some of the more important cultural heritage sites classed as “dwelling”
sites; these are highlighted in green on Map 1. The summary description of each site is
preceded by its database number, then by its name in hənqəminəm; additional
information and copies of source documents for all sites are compiled in the
corresponding project site paper files.
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1 – Whittlakainum’s Village

This site is located on the west side of the mouth of the Pitt River, and is recorded as a
large prehistoric archaeological site (DhRq-21) extending over an area approximately
350 meters by 250 meters.55 There are several reasons to believe that this site is the
location of ‘Whittlakainum’s village.” “Whittlakainum” was a Kwantlen chief who
was described on several occasions. He was identified as a “sub-chief” of the Kwantlen
at qəqyet when Simon Fraser’s expedition descended the Fraser River in 1808, as
described in more detail below.
As previously mentioned, when the McMillan expedition descended the Fraser River
on December 19th, 1824, they encountered a party of 17 Kwantlen Indians, including
two chiefs, at an island in a bay at the mouth of a river near a Kwantlen village.
Annance described this meeting as follows: “about midday we fell in with the natives
again on an island opposite to their village on a little river. Here we saw the Chief and
clothed him and his son. We also traded some skins from them, and we parted
cordially promising and wishing each other better acquisitions.”56
Work’s journal described the meeting in more detail:57
“Four canoes containing 17 Indians of the Cahotit tribe met us, among
them was (blank) the principal chief of the tribe and a second chief
named (blank). We put ashore and had some conversation with them by
the help of our interpreters, they were informed of the motive of our visit
and seemed highly pleased. A chief’s clothing was presented to the old
man and a com. coat to the young one, besides a few other trifling
articles. Some beaver skins were also traded from them. These people
are of low stature their heads are a little flattened and the old men
generally have beards. The old chief seems to be marked with the small
pox, and is a smart looking little man though pretty old. The young one
is much stouter and a good looking man. This village was at some
distance up a river which fall into the bay.”
Based on the descriptions of Annance and Work, and other evidence previously
described, it seems the encounter described occurred at Douglas Island near the mouth
of the Pitt River. The older of the two Kwantlen chiefs was Chief Whittlekainum.58

55

Mohs, Gordon. "Preliminary Report on Archaeological Site DhRq-021." Submitted to Provincial Archaeologist's Office,
Heritage Conservation Branch, Permit No. 1977-17i. Victoria, B.C.: Archaeology Branch, 1978.
56
Annance, Francis N. "Journey Thro. The Land: A Journal of a Voyage from Fort George, Columbia River to Fraser River in
the Winter of 1824 and 1825." Cowlitz Historical Quarterly 33 (1991): 11 - 44. p. 25.
57
Work, John, and T.C. Elliott (ed.). "Journal of John Work." Washington Historical Quarterly III, no. 3 (1912): 198-228. p.
222.
58
Chief Whittlekainum was seen the following year by a HBC expedition visiting the mouth of the Fraser River and
identified by Alexander McKenzie, a member of the previous year’s McMillan expedition. McKenzie identified
Chief Whotleakenum” and described him as an elderly man.
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Whittlekainum was also mentioned in the Fort Langley Journals during 1827 and 1828;
he is considered to have been the chief of the downriver Kwantlen people of the time.59
On July 27th 1827, when the HBC expedition tasked with establishing Fort Langley
ascended the river, they passed by the mouth of the Pitt River and anchored nearby for
the night. The following morning Chief Whittlakainum came on board and traded a
few beaver skins for knives. The journal entry at Fort Langley for August 28th 1827
states that the “Chief of the Quoitlans, Whittlakainum” had his residence at the Quoitle
(Pitt River);60 and Barnston’s journal entry for October 1827 states that a mass of
Kwantlen and Katzie people were gathered at the mouth of the Pitt River to harvest
wapatos. DhRq-21 is the largest archaeological site in the vicinity, and judged the
likeliest location for Whittlakainum’s village during the early 19th century. Near DhRq21 there is a site where Xexa:ls transformed a warrior into stone (Site 97), a site
described in the source document as being near a traditional village.61
1 2 - Sχəyəməɬ (“place where people died”)

The name sχəyəməɬ applies to the general vicinity of what is now known as New
Westminster, and includes several specific locations where Kwantlen people lived in
villages and camps (Sites 15, 16, 17, below). The name sχəyəməɬ is said to have come
from the name of a warrior turned to stone by the Transformer.62 The name has been
translated as “place where people died”63 and has also been interpreted to mean “a place
where people are put to death” meaning no enemy passed without being taken prisoner,
killed, or made a slave.64 One alternative translation is that the root of the word
Sχəyəməɬ is related to the word for “buy.”65

Sχəyəməɬ and its people play a role in the foundation cycle of histories related by “Old
Pierre.”66 The accounts describes the origins of the First Peoples of the lower Fraser
and events involving various culture heroes at the beginning of time. One account
relates various episodes in the travels of the powerful Transformer named Xexa:ls as
he visited various peoples as he made his way up the Fraser River. As Xexa:ls
approached Sχəyəməɬ he encountered a warrior named x a.’imə (the Killer),67 who
planned to attack Xexa:ls . Xexa:ls used his powers to transform x a.’imə into a rock,
59

Maclachlan, Morag, ed. The Fort Langley Journals 1827 - 30. Edited by Morag Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC
Press, 1998. p. 27, 35, 40, 42, 46, 50-51;
Suttles, Wayne. "The Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley Journals." In The Fort Langley Journals 1827 - 30, edited
by Morag Maclachlan. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998. p. 170.
60
An observation from the Fort Langley Journals clearly equates the Pitt River with the Quoitle River (see
Maclachlan, Fort Langley Journals, p. 27. Carlson however suggests that Whittlekainum’s village was likely
located on the Fraser River near the southern end of Katzie Slough as this slough was called the Quoitle River by
Old Pierre.
61
Jenness, Diamond. "The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955). p. 24.
62
Suttles, Wayne. "Katzie Ethnographic Notes." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955). p. 12.
63
McHalsie, Sonny. “Halq’eme éylem Place Names” in Carlson, Keith Thor, ed. A Sto:lo-Coast Salish Historical
Atlas. Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001. p. 151.
64
Pearson, John, and J.M. Reitz. Land of the Royal Kwantlen - a History of North Surrey, B.C. North Surrey: North
Surrey Athletic Association, 1960. p. 6.
65
Khahtsahlano, August Jack. Conversations with Khahtsahlano 1932-1954. Edited by Major J.S. Matthews.
Vancouver: Vancouver City Archives, 1955. p. 185 (172).
66
Jenness, Diamond. "The Faith of a Coast Salish Indian." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3 (1955). pp. 10 –
34.
67
This name “Killer” and its meaning may be related to the name sχəyəməɬ, meaning “place where people died.”
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apparently now buried beneath the approach to the Patullo Bridge. When Xexa:ls
called together the people who lived at sχəyəməɬ; one of them assumed a mocking
smile. Xexa:ls changed this man and his family into wolves, with the words
“Henceforth you shall roam the woods and no one shall see you. You shall become
wolves, and you shall endow with power men to be born hereafter so that they may
acquire their food easily. Depart now to the woods.” Another family also mocked
Xexa:ls . Xexa:ls changed them into ravens, saying “Wherever people make their
camps, you shall visit them and beg for food, just as you beg it now. You shall become
ravens. Now fly away.”68 “Old Pierre,” who related the accounts, also stated that as a
result of the events described above, the wolves were to help all generations thereafter.
The sχəyəməɬ youths secured the wolf for their guardian spirit and became excellent
hunters of deer, elk, bear and other game. The women, aided by the spirit of female
wolves, became splendid mat-makers and weavers of woolen garments.69

Sχəyəməɬ is described as being the “headquarters” for the Kwantlen people in earliest
times.70 One source describes that when Kwantlen people were brought into being, the
Coquitlam people were created at the same time and were made to be the Kwantlen’s
slaves. During a later period, one of the Kwantlen chiefs looked across the Fraser River
from sχəyəməɬ to the marshes on the other side of the river, and conceived of having
them transformed into a fishing camp. The Coquitlam people were compelled to move
quantities of rock and earth to build up the site at qəqəyt.71 An alternate version of
these events states that the Coquitlam people once held sχəyəməɬ, but were subjugated
by invading Kwantlen people who then later ordered the Coquitlam to build up
qəqəyt.72 All accounts indicate that sχəyəməɬ was an important seat of the Kwantlen
Nation.
At the time Simon Fraser descended the Fraser River in 1808, there was a Kwantlen
village at sχəyəməɬ although the Kwantlen were mostly living across the river at the
fishing station at qəqəyt, since Fraser passed by during fishing season.73 In about 1887,
an elderly Kwantlen living on McMillan Island related that the main Kwantlen village
of was located on the site of the B.C. Penitentiary (Site 16, below) when Simon Fraser
encountered the Kwantlen.74 Kwantlen Chief Kassimer stated in 1915 that his
grandfather was “up at Sapperton”75 at the time Fraser descended the river in 1808, and
that “many years ago” the Kwantlen lived at “Sapperton and South New

68

Ibid. p. 22.
Ibid. p. 48.
70
Hill-Tout, Charles. "A Bird's Eye View of the Indians of the Lower Fraser Valley and Burrard Inlet in the Early Days."
Vancouver: Museum of Vancouver (unpublished manuscript), n.d. Cited in Rozen (1979).
71
Hill-Tout, C. (1978). Ethnological Studies of the Mainland Halkomelem, a Division Of the Coast Salish of British
Columbia. The Salish People - the Local Contributions of Charles Hill-Tout Volume III: The Manland Halkomelem.
Vancouver, Talonbooks. p. 69.
72
McKelvie, Bruce A. Fort Langley, Outpost of the Empire. Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada), 1947.
Map inside front cover, p. 2.
73
Ibid. pp. 4-6.
74
Khahtsahlano, August Jack. Conversations with Khahtsahlano 1932-1954. Edited by Major J.S. Matthews.
Vancouver: Vancouver City Archives, 1955. pp. 292-294.
75
Sapperton is now a part of New Westminster.
69
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Westminster.”76 Details of the interaction between the Kwantlen and Simon Fraser are
provided in the description of qəqəyt (Site 13, below).
Sometime after the establishment of Fort Langley in 1827 the Kwantlen are said to
have decided to move their main village from sχəyəməɬ and qəqəyt. An unsourced
“tradition” says that the motive for the move was so that the Kwantlen would be under
the protection of the cannons in the Hudson Bay Company’s fort, so less exposed to
attack from raiding parties of Lekwiltok or other enemies.77 This view was also
expressed by Simon Pierre in 1925, when he stated that when the HBC came to Fort
Langley, the other tribes “made war” with the Kwantlen and so they moved near the
fort for protection.78 After their move to the vicinity of Fort Langley it appears that the
Kwantlen continued maintain a presence in a village at sχəyəməɬ. When Col. Moody
led a detachment of Royal Engineers to establish a camp in British Columbia, they
selected Sapperton at what is now New Westminster for the purpose, and the natives
living there, including Kwantlen people, moved across the river to qəqəyt.79
Even after Royal Engineers set up camp at Sapperton in 1859, and through the early
years of the establishment of New Westminster, it seems likely that the Kwantlen
continued to maintain a presence at sχəyəməɬ. A series of newspaper articles published
in the New Westminster British Columbian describe natives in “encampments” within
the city limits.80 One such account is particularly interesting; it describes a fire that
destroyed native houses, located in the vicinity of what is now Agnes St. and 10th St.81
All the native houses, 15 in total, were destroyed, “except for the chief’s.” Although
the newspaper account does not describe the tribal affiliation of the natives owning
these houses, it seems probable that some may have been owned by Kwantlen people
wanting to participate in the trade and labour possibilities in the emerging colonial town
at sχəyəməɬ. Native houses must have been re-built after the fire, “on our main street,
within a stone’s throw of the Custom’s house” as they are referred to in subsequent
newspaper articles. An editorial of May 21, 1862 describes an Indian Reserve that was
established in New Westminster “situate on the bank of the river, between this
76

South New Westminster refers to qəqəyt. Canada. Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British
Columbia. "Evidence from the Hearings: Meeting with the Langley Band or Tribe of Indians, 9 January 1915."
Ottawa. UBCIC (1978) Transcript of testimony (on line); originals at Library and Archives Canada, and BC
Archives, GR-1995, Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British Columbia (1913-1916), New
Westminster Agency, mf B01456 -B01457, 1915. p. 118, 122.
77
McKelvie, Fort Langley, p. 50 – 51.
78
Ditchburn, W. E. "Minutes of Meeting with Indian Superintendent Ditchburn and the Chiefs of the Musqueam, Coquitlam,
Langley, Whonnock, Matsqui, Katzie, and Tsawwassen Reserves, 20 August 1925." Ottawa: Library and Archives
Canada, RG 10 Volume 7787 File 27153-21 Part 1, MIKAN no. 2060855, Microfilm reel C-10111, 1925.
79
Ibid.
Sproat, G.M. "Field Minutes: Langley and Whonock Indians, 27 June 1879. A. Seymour (Compiler), 1997." 333-37. Ottawa:
Department of Indian Affairs, Federal Collection of Minutes of Decision, Correspondences and Sketches, Volume
18: Minutes of Decision & Sketches - G.M. Sproat - True Copy, May 1878 to January 1880, 1879. pp335.
80
The British Columbian. "Municipal Council." In July 25, 1861, p. 2. New Westminster, 1861.
———. "Great Conflagration! Fifteen Siwash Houses Burned!" In August 8, 1861. New Westminster, 1861.
———. "Grand Jury Report." In December 5, 1861, p. 3. New Westminster, 1861.
———. "The Indian Question Again." In December 19, 1861, p. 2. New Westminster, 1861.
———. "Municipal Council." In December 19, 1861, p. 2. New Westminster, 1861.
———. "Small Pox Amongst the Indians." In April 30, 1862 p. 2. New Westminster, 1862.
———. "The Indian Question Again." In May 3, 1862. p. 2. New Westminster, 1862.
81
The British Columbian. "Great Conflagration! Fifteen Siwash Houses Burned!" In August 8, 1861. New Westminster, 1861.
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[meaning the newspaper’s office] and Mr. Homer’s mill” and planned for “say fifteen
hundred Indians, and during the salmon season double that number.”82 A petition sent
to the Colonial Secretary in Victoria, objecting to the removal of native people to the
Reserve, identified the “native Indians” as members of the “Mosqueam and Squamish
tribes.”83 The number of native people living or camping near sχəyəməɬ and qəqəyt
eventually resulted in the establishment of a number of Indian Reserves in the area, as
referenced in the KTKP reports on Reserve creation.84
1 5 - statəlw (“little river”)

According to Simon Pierre, there were three Kwantlen villages along the north bank of
the Fraser River at New Westminster. One of these is named statəlw (“little river”) and
was located at a creek just downstream from the site of the B.C. Penitentiary.85 The
name sχəyəməɬ refers to the New Westminster area, so much of the information
described above for sχəyəməɬ also applies to statəlw.
16 - cicəɬ or q a:nλəln (“high-born”)

According to Simon Pierre, there were three Kwantlen villages along the north bank of
the Fraser River at New Westminster. One of these is named cicəɬ and was located at a
creek just downstream from the site of the B.C. Penitentiary.86 The name sχəyəməɬ
refers to the New Westminster area, so much of the information described above for
sχəyəməɬ also applies to cicəɬ. “Old Pierre” gave the name for the village at the
Penitentiary site as q a:nλəln, meaning “high born,” adding that this was the village
where the Kwantlen people lived before they moved to Fort Langley,87 after the fort
was established in 1827.
17 - sq əq e:x qən or cecλəs (“dries out at the mouth”) DhRr-75

According to Simon Pierre, there were three Kwantlen villages along the north bank of
the Fraser River at New Westminster. One of these is named sq əq e:x qən and was
located at the mouth of the Brunette River.88 Another name given for this site is cecλəs
(“hands”[?]).89 Bishop George Hills described being in 1860 “Chastless” belonged to
82

The British Columbian. "The Executive Demented." In May 21, 1862. p. 2. New Westminster, 1862.
Crain, Silas. "Petition to the Colonial Secretary." Victoria: BC Archives, GR1372, file 1346, Colonial Correspondence,
Petitions - 1862, 1862.
84
Crockford, Cairn. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part 1: Colonial Reserves 1858-1871. Prepared for
Kwantlen First Nation. Draft October 31, 2010." Victoria, B.C., 2010.
———. "Creation of Kwantlen Indian Reserves 1858-1930. Part II: Federal Reserves 1871 - 1930. Prepared for Kwantlen
First Nation, October 31, 2010." Victoria, B.C., 2010.
85
Suttles, W. (1955). "Katzie Ethnographic Notes." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3. p. 12.
86
Ibid. p. 12.
87
Jenness, Diamond. "Saanich and Other Coast Salish Notes and Myths [Textual Records]." CMC Archives, VII-G9M. 1934-36. p. 315.
88
Suttles, W. (1955). "Katzie Ethnographic Notes." Anthropology in British Columbia Memoir No. 3. p. 12.
89
Boas, Franz. "The Indian Tribes of the Lower Fraser River." In British Association for the Advancement of
Science. Oxford Meeting, 1894. Ninth Report on North-Western Tribes of Canada. , edited by Horatio Hale, 1-11.
London: Spottiswoode and Co., 1894. p. 1.
McHalsie, Sonny. “Halq’eme éylem Place Names” in Carlson, Keith Thor, ed. A Sto:lo-Coast Salish Historical
Atlas. Vancouver: Douglas McIntyre, 2001. p. 136, 151.
Rozen. "Lower Fraser Valley Planning Study: Ethnographic Sites in the Greater Vancouver Regional District." In
The Evaluation of Archaeological Sites in the Greater Vancouver District, Proposals for Management, Permit 19786, by Leonard Ham. Victoria: Heritage Conservation Branch, Archaeology Division, 1979. p. 71.
83
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Kwantlen people who had “once dwelt where the Engineers Camp is now situated but
had long left it.”90 Anthropologist Franz Boas published a list of “tribes, villages and
mythical ancestors” for the lower Fraser tribes in 1894. For the Kwantlen he gave the
name of one of their villages as “Tce'tstlEs” (cecλəs) but did not provide the name of
the mythical ancestor for this location.91 The name sχəyəməɬ refers to the New
Westminster area, so much of the information described above for sχəyəməɬ also
applies to sq əq e:x qən. The archaeological site recorded at this location is DhRr-75.
1 3 - qəqəyt (“resting place”)

qəqəyt is located on the south side of the Fraser River, and to the east of the Patullo
Bridge. There is a wealth of documentation available for qəqəyt; the following is a
summary. Although the majority of the archaeological deposits at qəqəyt have been
covered or destroyed by modern developments, two archaeological sites, DhRr-2 and
DhRr-74, are recorded where this village once existed.
Hill-Tout recorded qəqəyt as one of the five “present village settlements” of the
Kwantlen in 1902. 92 According to an origin account of the Kwantlen, at the time they
were created, so were the Coquitlam people, and they were brought into being as slaves
for the Kwantlen.93 It was during the chieftainship of Skwelselem that the Coquitlam
people were sent away from their camp on the slopes at sχəyəməɬ to the marshy flats
across the river. Here the Coquitlam were compelled by the Kwantlen to fill in an area
with stones and gravel and convert the site into a fishing and camping ground, thus
establishing qəqəyt .94 In 1952, Simon Pierre identified qəqəyt as a Kwantlen fishing
camp.95
There are two surviving accounts from Kwantlen people describing what occurred
when Simon Fraser visited the Kwantlen at qəqəyt. The first of these was obtained by
Bruce McKelvie from a Kwantlen man named “old Staquisit” who stated he had been
present when Simon Fraser descended the Fraser River in 1808.96 Staquisit related that
the people from sχəyəməɬ were luxuriating across the river at qəqəyt when they saw
canoes approaching, paddled by “Sky-people” who first stopped out on the river, then
came ashore. Whattlekainum, identified as a Kwantlen sub-chief, tried to communicate
with the Sky-people, and through signing was given to understand that the Sky-people
were on their way to the sea and would later return. They departed downstream,
playing a musical instrument shaped like a crane (bagpipes).
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The Musqueam, who were at war with the Tsawwassen, gave Fraser’s party a hostile
welcome, and so Fraser returned the next day to qəqəyt. The Fraser expedition
members came ashore, and astonished the Kwantlen people with their habit of smoking
pipes and with demonstrations of firearms. Following this, Fraser’s people emptied
their canoes and spread out their goods to dry, displaying great treasures in front of the
Kwantlen. That night, the expedition members played music again, and the Kwantlen
later learned that Fraser had previously stopped at squa (Chilliwack) where they had
also played music and danced. When Fraser’s people prepared to leave the next day,
they noticed several items were missing from their inventory. They searched amongst
the Kwantlen people and the stolen articles were found in the possession of some young
men. Fraser’s men took their goods back from the young Kwantlen, but humiliated
them by kicking them too. When Fraser’s canoes left, the young men planned on
following them, hoping to achieve revenge for their insult. When Whittlekainum heard
of the plans, he tried to dissuade the young men from attacking Fraser. Eventually,
Whittlekainum distributed all his own belongings in order to wipe away the shame of
the humiliation suffered by the young men, and thus prevented the slaughter of Fraser
and his party.
Another version of the visit of Simon Fraser at qəqəyt, related by a Kwantlen
individual, was written down by Major Matthews as was told to him and verified by a
Mr. Ottoway Wilkie. Wilkie had been stranded during the winter of 1887-8 on
McMillan Island and heard the story from a Kwantlen man named “Old Joe.”97
According to “Old Joe’s” account, the Kwantlen were at qəqəyt during the summer
fishing season when Fraser’s party first descended the river in 1806, two years prior to
his 1808 expedition.98 Previously, a Kwantlen person had dreamt about people with
hair on their face and fire coming from their mouths. When Fraser’s canoes stopped
out in the river, they sounded a musical instrument, perhaps a bugle, and the expedition
members commenced smoking. The Kwantlen’s earlier dream was judged to be
confirmed by this action, so the Kwantlen believed Fraser and his men to be gods
descended from the heavens. When Fraser came ashore, he drew his sword and the sun
flashed off the blade, an action that confirmed that he and his people came from the
heavens. Fraser expressed his desire to go downriver to the sea, but was informed that
the Tsawwassens and Musqueam were at war. Chief Cassimere’s father (i.e.
Whittlekainum) told Fraser to go no further, otherwise he would be killed by one or
another of these tribes. Fraser decided to turn back, but before he departed an ax was
found to be missing from amongst Fraser’s goods. Fraser’s men searched and found
the ax on a young Kwantlen man, took it from him and kicked his backside, a great
insult. The Kwantlen were going to kill Fraser and his party in retaliation, but an old
Indian persuaded them not to. Fraser was permitted to depart, unharmed. Two years
later, in 1808, Fraser passed by again, and this time the expedition played a different
kind of music, perhaps bagpipes, and then proceeded on down to the sea.
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Many years later, Kwantlen Chief Cassimere made reference to the Kwantlen’s own
accounts of their kindness to Fraser during their meeting with Simon Fraser. He
addressed the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs in 1915 as follows:99
“To-day I am telling you that I own the land, and it don't belong to
anyone else - I own the land and I own the water. I have never had
anyone to help me out with the Government or from anyone - the
whitemen have taken our land and we have never got anything. During
the time Simon Fraser came here my grandfather was up at Sapperton100
- when he came they were kind to him - Was it because the Indians were
too kind to him that the Government is not going to give us a square
deal?”
There are many noteworthy similarities and differences, between the two surviving
Kwantlen accounts summarized above. These accounts are also interesting to compare
with Fraser’s own journal of his 1808 trip down the Fraser River in the summer of
1808.101 It is difficult, from Fraser’s descriptions, to determine precisely which native
villages he visited; the Kwantlen accounts provide assistance in this regard, as well as
shedding light on other aspects of Fraser’s account.
On July 1 1808, Fraser stopped at a village on their descent of the Fraser River, where
he and his party were entertained with songs and dances. Fraser describes a house built
of cedar planks, 640 feet long and 60 feet wide, with a carved and painted entrance
pole. The next morning, Fraser discovered that a smoking bag had been stolen, and
then entered into a spirited negotiation with the chief over the loan of canoe so the
expedition could continue downriver. Fraser eventually succeeded in securing a large
canoe, and he proceeded downriver.
At 11 A.M. on July 2, Fraser’s expedition arrived at a village where they were met with
shaking of hands, but: “we were not well entertained. The houses at this place are plain
and in two rows. I received two coats of mail in a present which are so good for
shoes.”102 Fraser expressed his intention of proceeding down to the sea, but was warned
that the villagers were at war with the people of the coast. Fraser prepared to embark,
but the villagers gathered around him and hauled his canoe out of the water. Fraser and
some of his men were then invited into the chief’s house while the remainder of his
party remained outside to guard the canoe. As Fraser entered the house, the villagers
outside “began singing and dancing, and making a terrible noise.” Fraser learned that
one of the natives had “stolen a Jacket out of the canoe, which upon application to the
Chief, was returned, and all was quiet again.” Then Fraser made to depart again, this
99
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time accompanied by the Chief, but “his friends did not approve of him going, [and]
flocked about him, embracing him with tenderness, as if he was never to return.” Upon
seeing this occur, several members of Fraser’s party, including some native people who
had joined the expedition upriver, declined to proceed any further. Some of the
villagers attempted to drag Fraser’s canoe out of the water, but eventually the
expedition departed downriver. Fraser then notes:
“We proceeded on for two miles, and came to a place where the river
divides into several channels. Seeing a canoe following us we waited
for its arrival. One Indian of that canoe embarked with us and
conducted us into the right channel. In the meantime several Indians
from the village followed in canoes, armed with bows and arrows, clubs,
spears, etc. Singing a war song, beating time with their paddles upon the
sides of the canoes, and making signs highly inimicable. The one that
embarked with us became very unruly singing and dancing, and kicking
up the dust. We threatened him with the effect of our displeasure and he
was quiet. This was an alarming crisis, but we were not discouraged:
confident of our superiority, at least on the water, we continued.”
Fraser’s expedition proceeded downriver, eventually reaching the Gulf of Georgia
where they turned north and then visited Musqueam village. Here, they received a cold
reception, and were asked to depart.
“About this time those that followed us from above arrived. Having
spent one hour looking about this place we went to embark, [when] we
found the tide had ebbed, and left our canoe on dry land. We had,
therefore, to drag it out to the water some distance. The natives no
doubt seeing our difficulty, assumed courage, and began to make their
appearance from every direction, in the coats of mail, howling like so
many wolves, and brandishing their war clubs. At last we got into deep
water, and embarked. Our turbulent fellow, who [had] embarked in our
canoe before, no sooner found himself on board than he began his
former impertinences. He asked for our dagger, for our cloathes, and in
fine for every thing we had. Being convinced of his unfriendly
disposition, we turned him out and made him and the others, who were
closing in upon us understand, that if they did not keep their distance, we
would fire upon them.”
Fraser’s party then continued on to another native village, but “reflecting upon the
reception we experienced at the first, and the character of the Natives, it was thought
neither prudent nor necessary to run any risk, particularly as we had no provisions, and
saw no prospect of procuring any in that hostile quarter.”
Fraser’s party then turns back, but as they pass the “hostile village”:
“the same fellows, who had annoyed us before, advanced to attack us
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which was echoed by those on shore. In this manner they approached so
near that we were obliged to adopt a threatening position, and we had to
push them off with the muzzles of our guns. Perceiving our
determination their courage failed and they gave up the pursuit and
crossed to the village.”
Fraser and his party continued paddling upriver until 11 o’clock and then camp for the
night. They arose early and by 5 in the morning had arrived back at the village where
they had secured the canoe. They were surprised to find in the village one of the
upriver natives they had left “at the village below.”
“He informed us that the Indians after our departure had fixed upon our
destruction, that he himself was pillaged, his hands and feet tied, and
that they were about to knock him on the head when the Chief of the
Ackinroe103 appeared, released him and secured his escape to this place
where he was now detained as a slave.”
Fraser became increasingly worried about his situation. The village Chief would not
provide him with any provisions and demanded the immediate return of the canoe
Fraser had “borrowed.” The people in the village seized the canoe and “were pillaging
our people.” Fraser learned that “some of the Indians from below having arrived had
encouraged the others in these violent proceedings.” Fraser recognized his peril, seized
the canoe, left a blanket in payment, and departed upriver, having given up on his plan
of returning to the ocean. He was again pursued by canoes “well manned and
armed…singing with unfriendly gestures all the while.” Finally, “the Chief spoke to
his party and they all dropped behind, but they still followed us and kept us in view.”
Taking all three accounts into consideration, several likely conclusions can be drawn,
but some of what follows is speculation. The village that Fraser visited on July 2 is
qəqəyt. In addition to the evidence provided in the Kwantlens’ accounts, Fraser
describes proceeding two miles downriver from this village where the river “divides
into several channels,” clearly referring to the east end of Lulu Island. qəqəyt is lies
approximately 1.6 miles from this point, and sχəyəməɬ almost exactly 2 miles, but
Fraser’s judgment of this distance would have been an estimate in any event. The
Kwantlen accounts, however, clearly specify that the village Fraser visited was qəqəyt;
this conclusion is supported by the time of year, fishing season, (qəqəyt being a fishing
site) and Fraser’s description of the two rows of plain houses, similar to what one
would expect at a temporary dwelling site. The chief who Fraser met at the village was
almost certainly Whittlakainum. A jacket was stolen from Fraser’s party and
Whittlakainum was successful in negotiating its return. Fraser himself did not
comment on any punishment meted out to the culprit, but both Kwantlen accounts are
clear that the offender or offenders were kicked and insulted.
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Whittlakainum attempted to join Fraser’s party on its journey downriver, perhaps to
provide protection for the expedition, but was prevented from doing so by his people.
Then the Kwantlen tried to detain Fraser by dragging his canoe onto shore.
Nonetheless Fraser’s party eventually departed. The Kwantlen warriors quickly
devised a plan to punish Fraser. Canoes of Kwantlen people pursued Fraser’s canoe,
and one man joined Fraser’s party in their canoe, and managed to direct them into the
north arm of the river. This prevented the expedition from heading down the south arm
of the Fraser River and towards Tsawwassen territory. The individual who joined
Fraser was likely a leading warrior, as he created a number of problems for Fraser’s
party. Canoes of Kwantlen warriors, now armed, pursued Fraser’s party up the north
arm of the river. They caught up with Fraser’s party, and made threatening gestures.
They were repulsed without any injury on either side, likely because the Kwantlen
warrior with Fraser was threatened with bodily harm or execution.
There are many possible explanations for the following events described by Fraser, but
it is clear that the Kwantlen canoes continued to pursue Fraser’s party and threaten him.
Fraser and his men visited a virtually deserted village at Musqueam, and then had a
narrow escape after their canoe was stranded by the tide. A number of armed native
people threatened the members of Fraser’s expedition as they dragged their canoe
towards the water, but finally they embarked in the their canoe without injury. The
Kwantlen warrior with Fraser at this point demanded knives, clothes and all of Fraser’s
goods. Though Fraser’s description here is guarded, it seems that at this point that there
was a demonstration of gunfire, intended to prevent the war party in the Kwantlen
canoes from attacking, and the Kwantlen warrior himself was then ejected from
Fraser’s canoe. The Kwantlen canoes continued to threaten Fraser’s party as they
returned upriver past qəqəyt to camp for the night. On July 3, Fraser and his party
reach “the Chief’s village” upriver, where they had “borrowed” their canoe. A
Kwantlen contingent arrived and continued to create problems for Fraser as they incited
the local villagers. The native man from upriver, whom Fraser dubbed “Little Fellow,”
and who had stayed behind when Fraser departed from qəqəyt, in the meantime had
been captured by the Kwantlen, and then been sold as a slave to the “Ackinroe.”
“Ackinroe” appears to be Fraser’s name for the people who lived in the village where
he had “borrowed” his canoe.104 Facing an alliance of warriors from the Kwantlen and
the “Ackinroe,” Fraser and his party seized the canoe his expedition had previously
“borrowed,” (Fraser reported leaving a blanket in payment), and then fled upriver,
pursued by canoes of hostile native people.
After Fraser’s visit in 1808, the Kwantlen people continued to occupy qəqəyt. The
Hudson Bay Company party sent to establish Fort in July 1827 “passed a very small
village on the south side” as they ascended the Fraser River, almost certainly qəqəyt.105
After the establishment of Fort Langley, the Kwantlen people who had their
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headquarters at qəqəyt and sχəyəməɬ are said to have moved from these locations to the
vicinity of Fort Langley for protection from their enemies, as previously referenced.106
While the centre of the downriver Kwantlen population moved up to the vicinity of Fort
Langley, qəqəyt continued to be used as a fishing station by Kwantlen, Musqueam and
Squamish people. The various affiliations of the people occupying the site may have
confused outsiders, but was apparently understood by the native people themselves. At
a presentation to W.E. Ditchburn in 1925, Simon Pierre, appointed as Secretary of the
Joint Tribes that included the Musqueam, Coquitlam, Langley (including Whonnock),
Matsqui, and Katzie Bands, stated, with reference to the Reserves around New
Westminster, including qəqəyt :
“As stated in our report these lands are not new to us, and we are the
original and rightful descendants of the people who owned these lands,
and we request that these Reserves be assigned to us, as we know they
belong to us….As stated in our memorandum Mr. Inspector Ditchburn,
Langley Tribes were the original inhabitants of the place and other
tribes used to come here and live here…This was their original home
and when the Hudson Bay Company went to Fort Langley, the other
Indians made war with them and they went to Fort Langley to be under
the protection of the Hudson Bay…In the early days of the Indians,
there was no Surveyor, and no white people, and the real homes are
here.”107
On March 9th, 1858, C.B. Kennerly, a member of the U.S. Boundary Commission
expedition headed upriver, camped enroute at qəqəyt and noted: “We have come about
thirty miles and are now encamped where the Sqah-mist come to fish and all around us
are extensive remains of huts.”108 Another member of the expedition, George Gibbs,
later marked this location on his maps as “Kah-kait” adding the notation “Skwammish” or “Squa-mish.”109 Gibbs also sketched (Figure 2) an image of a stone bowl he
observed at qəqəyt, with the notation: “Stone image of a S'houyahm at the Skwawmish
fishery on Frazer’s River. If any one laughs much, or plays near it, it will rain.”110
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Figure 2: Stone Bowl at q əqəyt illustrated by George Gibbs, 1858.

In 1859, when Col. Moody arrived from England with the Royal Engineers, he
determined that the best location to establish the capital for the colony of British
Columbia was upon the hill at what is now New Westminster.111 In order to set up the
Royal Engineers’ camp at nearby Sapperton, the native people living there were moved
across the river to qəqəyt. In compensation, a Musqueam named Simlannok was
assigned about half an acre of land at qəqəyt,112 and this allocation was marked out and
mapped in April of 1860.113
The Kwantlen also continued to occupy qəqəyt. When Anglican Bishop George Hills
visited the community on December 6, 1860 he wrote in his journal that “Mr. Garrett,
Mr. Sheepshank and myself visited in a canoe, two lodges of Indians, on the opposite
side [from New Westminster] of Quortlan and Musqueam. We spoke to them about
religion and morals.”114
In 1865, Chartres Brew, the New Westminster Magistrate, wrote to the Colonial
Secretary that:
“Many years since, the Quoitlan or Langley Indians used to camp in
the salmon season where Herring’s house now stands, but after Fort
Langley was established by the HBC those Indians gradually ceased to
resort to their old fishing grounds and in 1859 the claim was quite
abandoned, the Revenue Station was built on the place
…
After New Westminster was to some extent settled nine or ten of the
Quatlin Indians came down from Langley to settle on their old fishing
camp, but finding it occupied built a house a short way above
111
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Herring’s and there they have quietly lived for the last four years. This
is the first time they asked for other ground…”
The locations of the “Indian” Villages, one on each side of the Revenue Station, are
shown on an 1861 survey plan of the Government Reserve at qəqəyt.115 They are also
likely portrayed in an illustration by Sarah Crease, dated September 1862, when she
and her husband settled at New Westminster across the river from qəqəyt (Figure 3).116
Later, in 1868, Joseph Trutch, Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, determined
that the lot at qəqəyt “does not appear to have been ever positively established as an
Indian Reserve” and recommended that “a tract of land along that riverbank of about 8
or 10 acres in extent should be surveyed off and definitely established as an Indian
Village Reservation…”117 The Reserve was surveyed by Turner later in 1868.118
After British Columbia confederated with Canada in 1871, the issues concerning the
Reserve at qəqəyt did not come to the attention of G.M. Sproat, the Reserve
Commissioner, until early 1879. Chief Casimer of Langley and Noe, the headman
wrote to Sproat, stated that the Musequeam did not own the land at qəqəyt, rather the
land belonged to the Kwantlen from long ago.119 After investigating the situation,
Sproat wrote :
“The small piece of land opposite New Westminster…assigned to the
Langley and Muskweam Indians in two separate portions was the
subject of years of dispute between these two tribes. I examined the case
from the time that Col. Moody moved the Indians from the site of the
R.E. camp across to the land now being spoken of, and came to the
conclusion that it should, as to the portions described in the decisions, be
for the Langley and Muskweam Indians, and I ajusted [sic] the matter on
the ground in the presence of members of both tribes including old
“Semlano” chief of the Muskweam, and Casimir Chief of the
Langley.”120
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Sproat’s Minutes of Decision assigned a 5 ¼ acre Reserve at “Brownsville” for the
“Langley Indians,” and another Reserve adjacent for the Musqueam.121 In 1897, the
boundaries of the Langley and Musqueam Reserve at qəqəyt were adjusted,122 and in
1900, the Kwantlen portion of the Reserve was formally designated as Langley I.R.
#8.123
Several people testified to the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs concerning qəqəyt.
In 1913, George Roberts of the Westminster Band stated that he lived with his family at
the Langley Reserve at qəqəyt, and that he had been put there by a priest, near a church,
that some of the Langley Indians camped there during summer fishing season, and that
there had been some trouble over his occupancy on the Reserve.124 In 1915, Chief
Kassimer of the Langley Indians, stated, in reference to qəqəyt, that the Kwantlen used
to live there many years ago, and that he had asked Mr. Sproat “to give me so many
acres for the bones that were buried there, and that was granted.” He added that he
controlled the Reserve at Brownsville, that the Langley Indians used it as a camping
ground when they came down for fishing or other reasons, and that they had owned
shacks there, but these had been pulled down by tramps two years previous, so now the
Langley people camped there in tents.125 In 1916, the Indian Agent provided testimony
to the Commission that qəqəyt was largely used as a “camping ground for the Indians
during the summer,” and there were one or two houses there with two Indian families
“that we classify as of the New Westminster tribe.”126
Chief Cassimere’s recollection that qəqəyt was used for burials is confirmed by
information from Theresa Clark who was born at qəqəyt some time prior to 1880 and
resided there for many years.127 She recalled, as a young child, seeing skeletons being
brought down from tree burials, carefully wrapped in blankets, and placed in large
cedar boxes for transportation for interment at Langley I.R. #7. This account is also
referenced by Mrs. Clark’s great-granddaughter (Beulah) Theresa Day (Clarke), who
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also drew a rough sketch map of the locations of the houses, church and roads at
qəqəyt. Some of Theresa Day’s reminiscences of growing up at qəqəyt have also been
written down by her daughter.128 A photograph (see Figure 4) of a grave house taken in
the late 1860s “opposite New Westminster” in all probability illustrates one of the
burials at qəqəyt.129 Further, the photograph was likely taken of a grave house that is
shown on an 1868 map of qəqəyt.130
A published source states also that there used to be a church and several houses at
qəqəyt, that a few families continued to live at qəqəyt until the early 1940s, and that in
later years it was leased out as a cattle pasture.131

Figure 4: Late 1860s F. Dally photograph of a grave house, probably at q əqəyt .
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1 4 - cəyχ t (“Dry it”) or sk’utcilm n (“Birth Place”)

The place name cəyχ t (“dry it”) refers to an area that includes the large midden
(DhRp-017) at what is now known as Port Hammond. By the beginning of the 20th
settlers in the area had collected, damaged or destroyed many of the artifacts found at
this archaeological site, and the midden was then utilized for fruit and vegetable
gardens. The midden was excavated by Harlan I. Smith, and artifacts from the site
went to the American Museum of Natural History in New York. Hill-Tout also secured
some artifacts from this site on behalf of the Museum of the Dominion Survey in
Ottawa. Hill-Tout states that the neighbourhood of the midden was formerly regarded
as a Katzie summer camp.132
A long and relatively detailed description of Kwantlen history at cəyχ t was published
in 1899,133 based on information provided by native people whose names were not
recorded. Six hundred years prior, the midden site at cəyχ t had been home to
approximately 600 Kwantlen people. Some details of the cultural beliefs and practices
of the people in the village are described in this account, and the importance of fishing
is emphasized, as well as that of wapato, berry and clam collecting. A description is
provided of the defensive practices of the villagers, who piled throwing rocks along the
riverbank to repel raiders. One group of raiders, however, was successful in
overcoming the villagers, killing many villagers and taking others as slaves. Some of
the Kwantlen villagers managed to hide in the woods and so escaped. The village was
on the path to regaining its strength when it was stricken by a smallpox epidemic,
leading to its desertion.
“Old Pierre” related to Jenness in 1936 that, at the beginning of time, the “Lord Who
Dwells Above” created several groups of people at specific village locations, each with
their own special leader. He identified a group of people who were created at Port
Hammond, under the leadership of xʷθɛ p ct n; these people were “too foolish to
contribute anything for the benefiet of mankind,” and were separate from the Katzie.134
There was only one community inhabited in the vicinity in early times, and this village
was at Port Hammond. “Old Pierre” gave the name for this place as sk’utcilm n,
meaning “birth place” in an ancient language, “because Swaniset’s child was born
here” as “Old Pierre” had described in an origin account.135 Simon Pierre related to
Suttles in 1952 that cəyχ t was an “old village site” and the home or origin site for one
of the ten families that eventually settled together at Katzie. He added that the original
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village here consisted of two sections, one on the hillside, and another down on the
lower land parallel to the river.136
7 0 - kəxənmiɬ (“whistling people”)

kəxənmiɬ is located on the north side of the north arm of the Fraser near the west end of
Mitchell Island. According to information provided to Wilson Duff by Simon Pierre,
the site marked the western boundary of Kwantlen territory.137 Musqueam people know
this site as a camping place.138
72 - stəq aθen (“across from, but facing you”)

According to the Sto:lo Atlas, stəq aθen is located near Brownsville across the river
from New Westminster.139 Anthropologist Franz Boas published a list of “tribes,
villages and mythical ancestors” for the lower Fraser in 1894. For the Kwantlen he
gave the name of one of their villages as “Stcuw 'cEl” (stəq aθen) and the name of the
mythical ancestor for this location as “K’alE’tasEmEs” (badger or lynx).140
82 - sqəθiqəl (“hard place to find food”)

McHalsie, in the Sto:lo Atlas, and a newspaper article showing villages or place names
in Musqueam, locate sqəθiqəl on the north bank of the North Arm of the Fraser in the
vicinity of Poplar Island.141 Simon Pierre, speaking as “Secretary of the Joint Tribes”
that included the “Coquitlam, Musqueam, Langley, Matsqui and Katzie” told Indian
Superintendent Ditchburn in 1925, referring to Poplar Island and other Reserves, held
under the title of the New Westminster Band, that “as stated in our
memorandum…Langley Tribes were the original inhabitants of the place and other
tribes used to come and live here.”142
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1 88 – Langley Indian Reserve #7

What was previously Langley I.R. #7 is now part of Royal Kwantlen Park in Surrey.
The Reserve was originally established as a burial ground. The Field Minutes for the
establishment of the Reserve in 1878 state: “The graveyard…is meant generally for
Indians frequenting New Westminster; but it is included among the Langley reserves as
they wish to move bodies to it and are the largest tribe interested in it.”143 The Reserve,
though established in 1878, was not formally numbered Langley Indian Reserve #7
until the 1900 Schedule of Reserves was issued.144 Evidence presented to the Royal
Commission on Indian Affairs in 1913 indicates that the Reserve was used for
obtaining wood, that it had previously been used for gardening potatoes and that there
was one house on the Reserve, belonging to George Roberts.145 Chief Kassimer told the
Commission in 1915 that he was the chief who controlled I.R. #7, and that it contained
a graveyard, and that “this tribe here used to live in Sapperton and South New
Westminster (meaning qəqəyt) years ago, and during the time of Mr. Sproat he asked
me or I mean I asked him to give me so many acres for the bones that were buried
there, and that was granted.” Chief Kassimer also stated that George Roberts had a
house and lived on the Reserve and cultivated land there.146 The Table of Evidence in
the Commission’s Report verifies that the Reserve was occupied and used for
gardening as well as a graveyard.
There are numerous newspaper and internet articles and published accounts that give
versions of the history of the reserve and graveyard, but they contain descriptions that
are conflicting, unsourced or speculative.147 Of these, the most reliable seems to be that
provided to John Pearson by Theresa Clark148 who was born at qəqəyt some time before
1880. Mrs. Clark remembered as a young child, seeing skeletons being brought down
from tree burials, carefully wrapped in blankets, and placed in large cedar boxes. The
boxes were then taken to the burial ground on Indian Reserve #7 and interred there,
with Father Durieu in attendance, and a 20-foot wooden cross was erected at the site.
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This account is also referenced by Mrs. Clark’s great-granddaughter Theresa Day.149
The graveyard was tended for many years, but gradually fell into disrepair. The
Reserve was purchased by the City of Surrey in 1954 and established as Royal
Kwantlen Park.150
Settlement Activity Sites, S q anəc Region

There are 28 Settlement Activity Sites located in the Sq anəc Region. Table 6 presents
a breakdown of these sites according to the type of Activity. The locations of the
Settlement Activity sites in the Sq anəc Region are displayed on Map 2.
Table 6: Settlement Activity Sites, Sq anəc Region

Activity
Dwelling
Farming
Trade
Indian Reserve
Conflict
Burial
Strategic Site

Percentage
(n=29)

Number of Sites
21
4
4
3
3
2
1

75%
14%
14%
11%
11%
7%
4%

Most (75%) of the settlement activity sites in the Sq anəc Region are classified as
“dwelling sites.” Following are descriptions of some of the more prominent “dwelling”
sites in the Sq anəc Region. The summary description of each site is preceded by its
database number, then by its name in hənqəminəm; additional information and source
documents for all sites are compiled in the corresponding project cultural heritage site
paper files. The locations of the sites discussed below are highlighted on Map 2.
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2 – sq anəc – Brae Island/McMillan Island

At the time of the establishment of the first Fort Langley in 1827, the Kwantlen were
described on several occasions as having a village somewhat upstream from the site of
the original fort at Derby. The chief of this village was referred to as Nicameus. Based
on evidence from a variety of sources, the location of the village has been mapped on
Brae Island opposite the mouth of the Salmon River, at a location that was likely called
sq anəc – meaning “the river went through.’ This name probably makes reference to
Bedford Channel, to the slough between McMillan and Brae Island, or to both.151 It
appears that the name sq anəc refers to several locations in the general vicinity of
McMillan and Brae Islands.
According to information provided by Simon Pierre in 1952 to Suttles, there were
several villages that were wiped out, or nearly wiped out, by smallpox before Fort
Langley was founded in 1827. One of these he identified as sq anəc (sk ’ lic) which
was located “on Bedford Channel north of the mouth of the Salmon River.”152 Simon
Pierre also provided information that the Salmon River and its environs, and possibly
also Kanaka Creek, were once owned by a “separate tribe” known as the “Derby
people” or sna’kʷəmix (Snokomish). Another source identified the original inhabitants
of Mud Bay as the “sə’kʷəməs” (Snokomish) and that this group also owned the
Nikomekl River and had been wiped out by smallpox. Based on these sources, Suttles
concluded that the “Snokomish” people occupied both a segment of the Fraser and
some of the saltwater shoreline at Mud Bay together with the Nikomekl and Salmon
Rivers.
Simon Pierre added that after the Hudson Bay Company established Fort Langley, the
Kwantlen people moved up-stream to be near the fort and established themselves on
McMillan Island, and came to be known as the “Langley Tribe.” Other tribes joined
them for a time, but only the Kwantlen stayed because they were intermarried with the
Hudson Bay people. The Kwantlen took over the territories of the other villages that
had been decimated by smallpox, referring to the following communities: sna:qʷəyə?
(Site 4), sq anəc (Site 2), xʷexʷənaqʷ (Site 45), sxeyəqs (Site 7), and xe?cəq (Site 8).153
There are a number of references in the Fort Langley journals, recorded during the late
1820s, that relate to the Kwantlen village, likely the one located on Brae Island and
called sq anəc. Chief Nicameus has been identified as the chief of this village.154
Some of the references to the village from the Fort Langley journals are summarized
here:
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

August 18th and 19th, 1827 – as they built Fort Langley, the HBC people obtained
bark for “covering our buildings” from the Indians of the Quoitlan village above.”155
It is clear from this and following references that the Kwantlen were living at
sq anəc prior to the establishment of Fort Langley and were in control of the
surrounding territory.
August 22nd, 1827 – a group of “Sinahomes” (Snohomish) passed by Fort Langley
on their way upstream to visit the “Quoitlan village.”156
October 25th, 1827 – some “Quoitles from above” traded 25 beaver skins at the fort.
November 1, 1827 – “two Indians from below” were en route “to apprize our
neighbours at the Quoitlan village” that the “Yucletaws” are determined to punish
them for the murder of a “Yucletaw” woman at their village last September.157
November 16th, 1827 – Shashia “the Cowichan Chief” set up his camp at Fort
Langley. “One of his wives was sent up to the Quoitlan Village to trade dried
salmon, which is the object of his present visit.”158
February 11, 1828 – One of the HBC traders, Annance, went “to a small village
above” seeking to obtain a canoe for a trip to Fort Vancouver.159
May 18th, 1828. A “great number” of Kwantlen and Musqueam people are
“straggling” about the fort. An argument arose between a Kwantlen woman and a
Musqueam woman, and this developed into a general dispute between members of
the two groups, and heated speeches were made by both sides. The Musqueam
people departed to obtain their weapons.160 Some Kwantlen people stayed at the fort
while others headed off in a canoe to their village upstream for reinforcements. A
party of 50 armed Musqueam men arrived on the scene, and a series of orators
harangued the Kwantlen, who responded in like fashion. After half an hour,
expecting the Kwantlen reinforcements to be arriving soon, the Musqueam
departed. A few minutes later, a group of 40 armed Kwantlen people arrived, and
no violence ensued.161 Some idea of the relative distance of the Kwantlen village
upstream from Fort Langley can be calculated based on the length of time (about 35
minutes) required for the Kwantlen canoes dispatched from Fort Langley to paddle
to their village, rouse and arm 40 men, and for the canoes to return to the fort. It is
about 2.5 kilometers from the site of the original Fort Langley to the suggested site
of sq anəc on Brae Island across form the mouth of the Salmon River. For
comparison purposes, it is about 4 kilometers from the site of the first Fort Langley
to the site of the present-day Kwantlen village on McMillan Island. The length of
time described in the Fort Langley journals for the return canoe trip seems to
indicate that the nearer location, on Brae Island, is more likely to have been the site
of the Kwantlen village in 1828 for the events described above.
November 13, 1828 – HBC trader Yale takes Nicameus’ daughter as a wife. The
Kwantlen people are described as “the principal Indians of the neighbourhood.”162
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Shortly after the establishment of the first Fort Langley, the Kwantlen people who lived
at sq anəc, moved from their settlement site on Brae Island to a location within a few
hundred yards of the fort (see Site 4). The motive for this move is likely that they
wanted to be closer to trading opportunities, and to monitor and control activities at the
fort to the extent possible.
A hydrographic chart of 1859 shows an “Indian Village” on Brae Island, across from
the mouth of the Salmon River, at the location of sq anəc.163 A survey plan of Lot 20,
at the mouth of the Salmon River, shows an “Indian House” at the site of sq anəc on
Brae Island.164
4 – sna:q əyə?

According to information provided by Simon Pierre in 1952 to Suttles, there were
several villages that were wiped out, or nearly wiped out, by smallpox before Fort
Langley was founded. One of these he identified as sna:qʷəyə? (sna’kʷaya), located at
the site of the first Fort Langley on the south side of the Fraser River at Derby. The
Kwantlen took control over the territories of the other villages wiped out by smallpox,
including sna:q əyə?.165 According to Duff, the village name sna:q əyə? means
“nothing hidden,” referring to the fact that one can see both upriver and downriver from
this location.166 Hill-Tout states that snakwametl (sna:q əyə?) was the village of the
“Snonkweametl…a tribe now wholly extinct and well-nigh forgotten.”167 Shortly after
the establishment of the first Fort Langley, many of the Kwantlen people moved their
houses to be closer to trading opportunities at the fort, and established a village at
sna:q əyə?. In 1837, the Kwantlen village at sna:q əyə is reported to have been
attacked by a large party of “Yucultas.” The cannons at Fort Langley and the Kwantlen
people of sna:q əyə are said to have repulsed this attack with considerable loss of life
amongst the “Yucultas.”168
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6 – Salmon River Area

According to information provided by Simon Pierre in 1952 to Suttles, the sna’k əmix
people owned sce:ɬx iʔəm, the Salmon River. When the sna’k əmix people were
wiped out by smallpox, their territory was taken over by the Kwantlen.169 When the
McMillan expedition arrived at the end of the portage between the headwaters of the
Salmon and Nickomekl Rivers on December 15th, 1825, en route to the Fraser River,
John Work noted in his journal: “The Indians came to us in the afternoon. They are of
the Cahoutetts Nation…The only information obtained from them was that their tribe
was in detached parties in their winter quarters in the little river, that the large river was
not far off.”170 This statement is interpreted to mean that some of the Kwantlen were
spending the winter in camps (“detached parties”) along the Salmon River. Work
transcribed the name Kwantlen in his journal in several ways, as Cahoutetts, Cahantitt,
and Cahotitt.171
11- q a:nλən or sq anəc

The current houses for most of the Kwantlen community are located along the south
side of McMillan’s Island, on Langley IR # 6. The name for this village is given
variously as q a:nλən, (Kwantlen)172 meaning “Tireless Runner,” or alternatively as
sq anəc, (“the river cuts through”). The latter name is the same as the name for Site 2,
as previously discussed.
In 1839, the operations at Fort Langley changed their focus from trading in furs and
salmon to becoming a provisioning post for the Hudson Bay Company’s operations
along the west coast. As a result, the fort was moved to a new location on a hill above
Bedford Channel and across from McMillan Island.173 The Kwantlen also moved along
with the fort, and came to occupy the village site at its present location on McMillan
Island. This village location apparently also came to be known by the same name,
sq anəc, as the village site slightly downstream on Brae Island (Site #2). In fact, the
name sq anəc seems to refer to the entire area of Bedford Channel and to several
dwelling sites in this area. Seeing the success of the Fort Langley farms of the HBC,
the Kwantlen cleared land on McMillan Island and began cultivating the soil.174
Despite the fact that the Kwantlen village was located right across from Fort Langley,
there are few descriptions of the community prior to the late 1850s and the advent of
gold rush activities along the Fraser River. In 1858 and 1859, expeditions of the British
and American Boundary Commissions visited sq anəc. The village is identified by
169
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versions of the name sq anəc on maps resulting from the American Boundary
Commission.175 The village, Fort Langley and Bedford Channel are also portrayed in
an illustration completed by the expedition’s artist Alden (Figure 5).176 This illustration
shows a long row of joined houses at sq anəc, with two smaller house rows at each end
of the village and canoes lined up along the river’s edge.
Charles Wilson, a member of the British Boundary Commission, also visited Fort
Langley. On Oct. 16th, 1859 he crossed over from the HBC establishment to sq anəc,
and in his journal he recorded that at that time nearly all the men of the village were out
fishing, and the women in the village were drying salmon. He also noted: “…some of
the pictographs on the lodges were very extraordinary, and I was sorry the rain coming
on again prevented me from copying any of them…”177 Elsewhere, Wilson noted that
“the buildings at Langley and Chiluweyuk are the only ones on which there is any
attempt at ornament, the former being adorned with some curious pictographs, in which
a bird something like a crow figures conspicuously.”178 No other reference to these
housefront paintings or carvings has been located, nor to such depictions on other
native houses along the Fraser River.
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Figure 5: View of Kwantlen village across river from Fort Langley in 1858 by James
Alden, U.S. Boundary Commission.

A newspaper report from October 3 1861 gives an account of a “Kultis Potlatch” that
occurred at sq anəc and which was attended by members of four tribes, in total
numbering an estimated 4,000 people.179 Three thousand pairs of blankets, muskets,
skins, hatchets and trinkets, valued at $12,000180 dollars were distributed.
No details have been located concerning the original establishment of the Indian
Reserve on McMillan Island that included sq anəc. The Reserve was in existence prior
to 30 June 1862, a date noted in the publication of a Public Notice that stated the lands
had been reserved before that time. 181 An 1874 Reserve survey field notebook includes
a plan of the community at sq anəc and shows 13 houses and a chapel in the “Indian
Village Reserve” and 21 allotments of 20 acres each over McMillan Island.182 The
surveyor also noted that the village had been occupied “by the Indians over one
hundred years,” indicating the site had been occupied prior to the establishment of Fort
Langley across the river. The population included 102 people and the Reserve in total
included 550 acres, cultivated in patches from one end to the other. The farm gardens
contained the ordinary types of vegetables and all kinds of grains, and there were work
oxen, farm implements, 40 head of cattle and horses on the Reserve.183 An 1878 census
179
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of the “Langley Tribe” shows that there were 74 people living at sq anəc, Casimir was
the chief, and there were 17 horses, 44 cattle, 5 pigs, 5 oxen, 177 fowls, 6 turkeys, 12
ducks and various farm implements on the Reserve.184 The layout of the church, houses
and farm fields at sq anəc are clearly shown on a number of Reserve survey plans, but
are especially clear on a plan dated 1887,185 but based on field survey conducted in 1880
and 1881.
Chief Kassimer of the “Langley Band” provided testimony in 1915 about the Langley
Reserves to the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of B.C.186 He
stated that the greater portion of the Langley Indians lived on the McMillan Island
Reserve, that there were nine houses in the village, and that people supported
themselves by farming. There were 125 acres under cultivation on the Reserve and the
products included oats, barley, potatoes, turnips and hay. He added that some of the
fields flooded periodically and the land had not been dyked. The Chief provided the
Commission with a list of the produce from the Reserve, and mentioned that people
also had livestock, though the details of these are not listed. The Indian Agent later
provided information to the Commission, stating that 36 Langley Indians lived on
McMillan Island, and added that the island had lost some land from erosion, but had
also gained land from sedimentation.187 He stated that about 100 acres of the island
were under cultivation, while another 100 acres had been cleared for pasturage. The
residents of the Reserve were estimated to obtain about seventy-five percent of their
living from farming, and twenty-five percent from independent fishing.
2 1 - cenq eyən

cenq eyən is located on the east side of the mouth of Kanaka Creek. According to
information provided by McKelvie,188 shortly after Fort Langley was established in
1827 at the Derby site, Kwantlen people decided to move their centre of activities from
the downriver villages at sχəyəməɬ and qəqəyt and establish themselves closer to the
fort. He states the Kwantlen first settled on Kanaka Creek directly opposite the fort,
and this information is repeated in other sources.189 This assertion is not apparent from
184
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Fort Langley journals, which contain references to native people camped or living at
Kanaka Creek, but these are generally not Kwantlen. As discussed for Site 178, below,
it appears there were separate village or camp sites, one on each side of Kanaka Creek.
The hənqəminəm name for the site at the mouth of Kanaka Creek is cenq eyən.190
1 78 – Kanaka Creek, west side of the river mouth

There are several references in the Fort Langley journals to native people camped or
living at mouth of Kanaka Creek. From the scant evidence available from these
references, it appears that there were two separate “camp” sites at the mouth of Kanaka
Creek, one on the east site, cenq eyən (Site #21, see above), and another on the west
side.
The references to these sites from the Fort Langley journals are summarized here:
•

•

•
•

On May 18th, 1828, there was a dispute between the Kwantlen and some Musqueam
people camped near Fort Langley.191 While a few Kwantlen remained at the fort,
the remainder took canoes back to their village to bring reinforcements. The
Musqueam “went off for their arms…In a few minutes about 50 men of the
Musquams Came across armed and began Haranguing.” Based on later
descriptions, this entry is interpreted to mean that the Musqueam were a visiting
group who were camped at Kanaka Creek, that is, “came across” refers to the
Musqueam crossing the river to the fort.
December 5th, 1828. A group of native people, probably Kwantlens, visit Fort
Langley and a few wanted to set up camp overnight in front of the fort, but are
forced to push off.192 They went across the Fraser River to spend the night at
Kanaka Creek, and fired a couple of musket shots to express their displeasure at
being turned away. A few days later, eight of the HBC men “crossed over and
visited the Indians in the little river [Kanaka Creek] with the view of calling them to
account for their insolence in firing two shots after leaving this [the fort] the other
day.” These and other entries indicate that Kwantlen people visiting Fort Langley
sometimes camped at Kanaka Creek.
August 18th, 1829. “Joe,” the Cowichan chief camped at Kanaka Creek with a few
of his followers.193
January 10th, 1830. A pair of Kwantlen people from the “village above” visited the
Musqueam people camped at Kanaka Creek; one of the these Kwantlen people was
killed, and the body was taken across to Fort Langley.194 This event was said to be
an act of revenge. The following day a group of some 60 Kwantlen people came
down from their village and visited Fort Langley, seeking ammunition and support
from the HBC for an attack on the Musqueam. The Kwantlen party then crossed
over the river and set up a camp on the opposite side of Kanaka Creek from the
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•

Musqueam camp and negotiations and hostilities ensued. Two Musqueam people
were killed in the affray, including the man responsible for the death of the
Kwantlen.
April 29th, 1830. 60 canoes of Squamish people ascended the Fraser River and
camped at Kanaka Creek, they remained at this location “the whole season.”195

Although the evidence is not conclusive, a few likely inferences can be drawn from the
entries above. There were two campsites at Kanaka Creek, one on each side of the
river mouth. One or both of these camp sites were used by groups of people who were
visiting Fort Langley, likely for the purposes of trade, including the Musqueam,
Cowichan, Squamish and Kwantlen people. On balance of evidence, it seems likely
that the camp site for Kwantlen people was at cenq eyən (Site #21, see above) on the
east side of the river mouth, and the camp site for visiting groups was on the west side
of the river mouth.
2 2 - Chat-cum (Langley Indian Reserve #5)

Chat-cum, Langley Indian Reserve #5 near Albion on the north side of the Fraser River,
was established in April of 1864, and was described at the time as follows: “an Indian
Reserve of 353 acres in extent was laid off by Mr. McClure, by instructions from Mr.
Brew, on the right bank of the Fraser River, opposite Fort Langley.”196 The Reserve
had been laid off under instructions that likely read, in part, as follows: “to mark out
any ground which had been cleared and tilled for years by Indians; all lands claimed by
Indians as theirs were to be marked out with corner and intermediate posts, and at all
Indian villages where the quantity of land claimed by the Indians was not equal to ten
acres for each family…”197 Additional verbal instructions from Governor Douglas
concerning the Reserves to be established were “that all lands claimed by Indians were
to be included in their reserves, that the Indians were to have as much land as they
wished, and that he was in no case to lay of a reserve under on hundred acres”198
Department of Lands clerk A.R. Howse later told Federal Indian Superintendent Powell
that this Reserve (Langley No. 5) “was granted to the Langley Indians by Sir James
Douglas in 1864, chiefly for the timber upon it, and to supply their wants in this
respect.”199 A notebook from the survey of the Reserve from 1874, stated to be from
the hand of Howse, gives the name of the Reserve as “Chat-cum” and shows an Indian
trail” (Site #312) and an “Indian Burial Ground” (Site #35) located on the Reserve.200
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The Field Minutes of Decision for this Reserve, prepared by Reserve Commissioner
G.M. Sproat in 1879, state that this Reserve is “valued by (the Langley Indians) for
cedar, etc. and as a cemetery but has little suitable land for subdivision.”201
Chief Kassimer stated in 1915, at the hearings for the Royal Commission on Indian
Affairs for the Province of B.C., that there was a graveyard on this reserve, that about 5
acres was under cultivation, and though generally the ground was hardly fit for
cultivation, that a lot of wood was obtained from there, adding also that the Reserve had
been granted by Sir James Douglas. He later stated that there was a house built on the
Reserve, but that the owner had died, and that he was going to send some people to live
there.202 Indian Agent Byrne testified that the land and timber on the Reserve were of
little value, and that the CPR and a highway passed through the Reserve.203 The
Commission’s Report noted there were 5 acres of the Reserve being cultivated for fruit
and potatoes.204
A newspaper article from 1957 states that Chief Qualqualny, the father of Chief
Cassimire, is buried on Indian Reserve “by the little Indian chapel.”205 A history of
Maple Ridge published in 1972 describes some of the headstones in the graveyard on
the Reserve, saying one marks the grave of Francis August, buried 1876, and another
the grave of Lucien Squelselum, baptized in 1853 and buried in 1897.206
There is a detailed archaeological report, commissioned by the Kwantlen First Nation,
that provides thorough descriptions of the graveyard on this Reserve.207
Settlement Activity Sites, S xeyəqs Region

There are 43 Settlement Activity Sites located in the Sxeyəqs Region. Table 7 presents
a breakdown of these sites according Site Activity. The locations of the Settlement
Activity sites in the Sxeyəqs Region are displayed on Map 3.
Table 7: Settlement Activity Sites, Sxeyəqs Region
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Activity
Dwelling
Material Processing
Indian Reserve
Farming
Manufacturing
Lithics Manufacturing
Trade
Food Processing
Food Preparation
Conflict
Water Supply
Strategic Site

Number of Sites
34
14
10
9
9
6
5
4
3
2
1
1

Percentage
(n=43)
79%
33%
23%
21%
21%
14%
12%
9%
7%
5%
2%
2%

Most (79%) of the settlement activity sites in the Sxeyəqs Region are classified as
“dwelling sites.” Following are descriptions of some of the more prominent “dwelling”
sites in the Sxeyəqs Region. The summary description of each site is preceded by its
database number, then by its name in hənqəminəm; additional information and source
documents for all sites are compiled in the corresponding project cultural heritage site
paper files. The locations of the sites discussed below are highlighted on Map 3.
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7 - sxayə'qs - west

The name sxayə'qs applies to the general region of the Stave River, particularly to the
river mouth, and to a number of sites also located near the mouth of the river.
According to“Old Pierre” the name sxayə'qs translates as “everyone’s landing place”
because native people from all around went there to dry salmon.208 Simon Pierre related
to Suttles that sxayə'qs was one of several villages that had been wiped out, or nearly
so, by smallpox before Fort Langley was founded in 1827. Suttles concluded that
sxayə'qs was one of a number of villages eventually settled by the Kwantlen, but that
had formerly been occupied by separate groups.209 Duff identified the sxayə'qs as:
“another small tribe, now extinct, which controlled Stave Lake and the north bank of
the Fraser between Ruskin and Silverdale. This group must have lost its identity to the
expanding Kwantlen tribe, which extended its sway up-river after the founding of Fort
Langley in 1827.”210
However, evidence from the 1824 journals of Work and Annance indicate that the
Kwantlen were likely already occupying the sxayə'qs area prior to the establishment of
Fort Langley. The people living in a house at the mouth of the Stave River were
identified in December of 1824 by John Work of the HBC’s McMillan expedition as
members of the “Cahotit” (i.e. Kwantlen)211 tribe. As noted, Work used various
renderings to name the Kwantlen, including “Cahotit.”212
According to information provided by Charlie Cheer and recorded on the original
archaeological site form for DhRo-1, at some point in time a native village was located
on the west side of the mouth of the Fraser River and extended from the mid-point of
what is now Langley I.R. #2 as far south as the present Lougheed Highway.213 This
village may have been the village referred to by Work, and so possibly sxayə'qs. Few
traces of the village remain today as crushed rock, gravel and fill have been heaped
along the banks of the Stave River, and parts of the area have been bulldozed.
A review of the information concerning the establishment of the Indian Reserve at
xʷexʷənaqʷ (Whonnock) suggests that the 160 acres of land pre-empted by William
Cromerty in 1860, and which he occupied in 1863, contained a house and gardens that
had belonged to native people prior to that time.214 An 1862 map illustrating
Cromarty’s claim and the position of the Whonnock Reserve suggests the house
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referred to may have been at or near the site of the original location of sxayə'qs on the
west side of the Stave River mouth.215
9 - sxayə'qs - east

The Hudson Bay Company dispatched the McMillan expedition in late 1824 to explore
the lower Fraser River. On December 17th of that year, John Work noted that the
expedition passed by “an Indian lodge in a little bay on the N. side of the river.”
Work described some details of the nature of this house and the people who lived in it
in his expedition journal.216 The house was made of cedar planks, and must have been
of considerable size as it was occupied by 22 people - 7 men, 7 women and 8 children.
Work also described a sturgeon spear he saw at the house. Two people from the house
accompanied the HBC party upriver to the vicinity of Hatzic Lake, where the
expedition encountered a delegation of people from a Kwantlen village at that location
(see Site 8, below). These people and the people from what Work referred to at the
“house below,” meaning at the Stave River were identified as “Cahantit” Indians,
meaning Kwantlen people.217
Another expedition member, Francis Annance, also kept a journal during the 1824
HBC expedition to the Fraser River. His journal records that the house referred to by
Work, which Annance described as a “small village,” was located on a river issuing
from the north and opposite an island. Annance described several objects he observed
at the village, including a loom for weaving dog’s hair and down blankets.218 The
mouth of the Stave River is almost certainly the location where Work and Annance
observed the house or village with the 22 inhabitants as no other location in the vicinity
so closely matches their description and directions recorded. The dwellings must have
been in clear view from the Fraser River. The most likely location for this house or
village is judged to be on the shore on the east of the mouth of the Stave River, and
near the location of archaeological site DhR0-4.219 The name sxayə'qs has been applied
to the house or village location observed by Work and Annance as that name is known
to refer to a village or villages at the mouth of the Stave River. See information from
Site #7, above, for additional information about another dwelling site near the mouth of
the Stave River.
Peter Gabriel described living in a small cabin on the prairie on the side of the mouth of
the Stave River for many years, making his living by catching and selling sturgeon
from the Fraser River, adding that victims of a smallpox epidemic were also buried in
two pits located there.220
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8 - xe?cəq

The Hudson Bay Company expedition dispatched in 1824 to explore the lower Fraser
River proceeded upriver as far as Hatzic Lake. On December 17th, the expedition
established an overnight camp at the mouth of what is now called Hatzic Slough, and
Work recorded in his journal recorded that there was a village a short way up the
“river” from their camp.221 Some native people went up to the village from the
expedition’s camp and returned with the message that the villagers would come down
for a formal visit with the visitors on the following day. The next morning, 47 men, 3
women and 1 boy from the “Cahantit Indians” which Work noted was “the name of the
tribe that inhabit the village above where we were encamped”222 This comment
establishes that the people who occupied the Hatzic Lake area in 1824, as well as the
people who occupied the Stave River, were Kwantlen people. Some trade goods were
exchanged between the Kwantlen and the HBC party; Work observed that the native
people already had a number of European good in their possession. He also provided
additional descriptions of the people, their dress and local geographic information
received from them.
Some reasonable conclusions can be drawn from Work’s descriptions. It seems certain
that the Kwantlen had a village of considerable size somewhere “upriver” from the
mouth of Hatzic Slough, though there is insufficient description from Work’s journal to
determine the precise location referenced. The journal of Francis Annance, another
member of the HBC expedition, does not provide any additional clues or significant
details about this meeting with the Kwantlen.223 A likely site for the location of the
Kwantlen village noted by Work seems to be at the mouth of Draper Creek on Hatzic
Lake, where there is a sizeable archaeological deposit (DgRn-10), where Site #8
(xe?cəq) has been judgmentally mapped. The name xe?cəq, which may apply to this
location, has been variously translated as: "sacred bullrush"; “shore”; “beach”; and
“measure penis.”
According to Duff, the Hatzic were a small tribe or local group who lived in the vicinity
of Hatzic Lake and who became extinct. Duff added that it seemed that the name
“Kwantlen,” was used by the HBC traders at Fort Langley to apply to an aggregation of
local groups that included the Hatzic.224 Simon Pierre related to Suttles that Hatzic was
one of several villages that had been wiped out, or nearly so, by smallpox. Suttles
concluded that Hatzic was one of a number of villages eventually settled by the
Kwantlen, but that had formerly been occupied by separate groups.225 In either case,
based on the evidence from Work’s journal, it can be concluded that the Kwantlen were
occupying the area of Hatzic Lake in 1824.
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1 0 - x ex ənaq (Whonnock I.R. #1)

According to “Old Pierre” the name xʷexʷənaqʷ translates as “humpbacked salmon”
because these were the only salmon that ascended the creek at this location.226
According to Duff, the “Whonnock” were a small tribe or local group who occupied a
small portion of the north bank of the Fraser River, and who hunted about Alouette
Lake. Duff added that it seemed that name “Kwantlen,” was used by the HBC traders
at Fort Langley to apply to an aggregation of local groups that included the
Whonnock.227 Simon Pierre related to Suttles that x ə'wənaq was one of several
villages that had been wiped out, or nearly so, by smallpox prior to the establishment of
Fort Langley in 1827. Suttles concluded that Whonnock was one of a number of
villages eventually occupied by the Kwantlen, but that had formerly been occupied by
separate groups.228
In 1862, an Indian Reserve was established around the old community at x ə'wənaq .
Two Langley Indians named “Kholasten” and “Scakhalan,” who had been living on
McMillan Island, applied to settle on the land next to the claim of William Cromerty,
and the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works was directed to set aside 160 acres
for an Indian Reserve.229 Cromerty had pre-empted 160 acres along the east side of the
mouth of the Stave River in 1860. A Public Notice concerning the establishment of the
Indian Reserve was published in the New Westminster Newspaper.230 In 1863, the
residents of the Whonnock Reserve complained that Cromarty had pre-empted land that
they had previously occupied and cultivated nearer to the mouth of the Stave River.231
The residents at Whonnock continued to send petitions to government agents
concerning the boundaries and location of their Reserve. One petition sent to Bushby,
the Justice of the Peace at New Westminster, stated that “long before 1862, your
petitioners have had their homestead at the entrance of Shelik Creek, on the bank of the
Fraser River…”232 In 1874, government surveyor Howse noted, concerning the “Whonuck” Reserve, that “the population numbers 45 persons who are anxious to have land
to cultivate. They have a few cattle and in winter time have to bring down hay from a
meadow at the Stave River to feed them.”233 Howes’ field notebook shows nine houses
in the community.234 Further details concerning the creation and modification of the
Indian Reserves at x ex ənaq are available in the Reserve Creation reports prepared
for the KTKP Project.235
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Chief Fidelle of Whonnock provided testimony to the Royal Commission on Indian
Affairs for the Province of B.C. in 1915.236 He stated that there were four families
living in four houses on the Reserve at x ex ənaq , and that they cultivated the land
close to the Fraser River, raising potatoes, vegetables and hay as well as chickens. The
Chief added that the people on the Reserve hunted, but made most of their living from
fishing for the canneries, but also through owning independent fishing licenses. The
Indian Agent testified to the Commission that there was a dispute in existence
concerning the “Whonnock Band’s” ownership of Reserves.237 He added that there
were 29 people in the Band, that they made about half their living from farming and the
rest from “working out” in logging or at the canneries, and that they had 5 horses, 2 or
3 cattle, some hogs and poultry. Some people fished with independent licenses. The
Commission’s report indicates that potatoes, fruit, vegetables and hay were grown on
the Reserve, and the residents’ chief occupations included farming, fishing, hunting,
hop-picking and working for wages.238
4 8 - se:məq a

The name se:məq a translates as meaning “greasy mouth,” likely referring to the mouth
of Nathan Creek where this village was located. The village was illustrated and
described by surveyor McColl in 1864, after he had received verbal instructions from
Governor Douglas to lay off Indian Reserves on the lower Fraser, and was given a list
that included Saamoquâ.239 As a result of these instructions, McColl laid out a Reserve
of some 500 acres on the south bank of the Fraser River across from the Stave Rive ,
including a village with a population of 20 people.240 In a statement concerning the
“Indian Tribes” on the Lower Fraser visited by Joseph Trutch and Capt. Ball in 1867,
“Saamoqua” is listed as a Reserve of 500 acres with a population of 9 men, 5 women,
and also 6 cattle, 3 horses and 5 pigs.241 No further mention has been located in
government records for this Reserve, and in 1869 parts of this Reserve were pre-empted
by members of the Cromarty family.242
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